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Introduction
If one were to scrutinise the contents of the HASA 2016 conference and
then contemplate it against the backdrop of the association‘s founding 60
years ago, it is evident that the narrative of the past may not have
changed much, but the content and the manner in which the past is
narrated in 2016 is considerably different. For one, in 2016 we are in a
democratic multi-racial South Africa where the post-1994 generation has
become accustomed to integration, diversity, complexity and the intrinsic
need for more critical scholarship. Moreover, our discourse on the past
now comfortably transcends national boundaries, not only in Africa, but
also in global contexts. Apart from a bustling social media world of 24/7
interactive communications that shapes our contemporary thinking,
historians are increasingly coming to terms with the bigger picture of a
collective past of humanity in the 21 st century. The abstracts listed below
suggest we are in for a veritable feast of historical discourses.
The 93 papers to be presented at the conference finds historians
grappling with a multitude of issues in more than 30 sessions. In some
cases we have five sessions running simultaneously with three to four
papers presented in each session. The conference organisers made a
concerted effort to group themes together. Some groups formed
themselves well in advance of the conference. We found the grouping
collective a good arrangement and would encourage HASA‘s conference
planners to bear that in mind in for future conferences.
The themes under discussion are diverse. warfare and how we need to
understand the two world wars of the twentieth century, feature
prominently in this conference programme. Scholarship in the field of
South African military history is currently in a renascent phase with a
number of new emergent themes on the horizon and under discussion at
the conference. The methodology of history is evident in research
reporting on the way in which to read narratives, the art of storytelling and
how it is used in the non-governmental organisation (NGO) sector.

Moreover, we look at past literature and have the opportunity to speculate
on the enduring theme of fact and fiction in the narrative of the past.
Gender, diverse cultural perceptions of signal events in South African
history, as well as the ethnic strands of the country‘s diverse communities
are up for philosophical deep historical reflection.
Of particular importance in 2016 is the focus on digital humanities. More
than 20 historians and social scientists sat in a pre-conference workshop
for more than two days to gain insights into the way in which the computer
can be used in research. They will, apart from two of our keynote
speakers, have the opportunity to tell us what is worth exploring in the
digital spaces of our laptops in the field of research. We are currently only
at the dawn of new way in which to electronically exploring primary and
secondary sources on websites. Moreover, the quantitative analysis of
qualitative information is a field that holds much promise historians. It is a
field in which European and North American historians have already
invested substantial time and effort. The preliminary results, thus far, have
been most informative. We need to engage more directly with information
scientists in the knowledge commons (library) and the IT divisions of the
institutions where we conduct our research. There are librarians attending
the conference and they have the intent of exploring the potential of digital
archives and collections for historical research. Let us make friends and
share our views on what we need in the digital realm for great research.
We appreciate the financial support of the National Research Foundation
(NRF) that made it possible for us to venture into the field. Hopefully the
new generation of historians will draw benefit.
The history of the university in South Africa has come under critical
scrutiny with a notable feature of the discourse is the ability to make some
valuable contributions to our contemporary understanding of the evolving
direction of the university in South Africa. The language issue in the
university sector is not new; neither is the angry voice of the students a
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product of recent times. What does come across is the need for
understanding how universities have traditionally charted their courses in
the country in response to the needs of society. Society may still be a
prime consideration of the university. But there is also a need to see to
what extent the university is responding to the growing demand globally
for more focused research and teaching – a space in which historians
should be able to find a satisfactory niche for productive operations. It
seems also timely to consider an exploration of the manner in which
students view the subject of history as it is taught in a university setting.
Coming to a better understanding of what it is that tickles the interests of
the next generation of historians is deserves our attention.
The story of apartheid is still debated amongst historians, and one
wonders what the responses would have been of the HASA founding
fathers if they had to listen to presentations of both white and black South
Africans on the country‘s history of racial exclusion before 1994. Of
interest is also the growing corpus of work on post-apartheid South Africa,
the role of political parties and the social and economic forces behind the
evolution of political power.

Interesting emergent fields of investigation in the programme include the
history of health, orphans and wellness, nature conservation and tourism
in the subcontinent‘s nature reserves. The history of water has in recent
years made considerable headway and appears to attract increasing
scholarly attention.
Of particular importance for HASA is the participation of scholars from
neighbouring African countries. It is time for us to locate our collective
past and collaboratively explore the development paths of the peoples of
the subcontinent. We welcome our colleagues and trust that we can strike
up friendships and good working relationships for future collaborative
research. Their papers are valuable and can direct fellow historians
towards identifying potential areas for collaborative investigation. We
appreciate the participation of fellow historians from the global north. We
look forward to their collaboration and constructive contributions to our
deliberations. Hopefully, in future we can include scholars from Asia,
South America and Australasia.
We trust you will enjoy the programme.
Johann Tempelhoff
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Ms CZ Jonker - University of
South Africa

Student responses at the
University of Stellenbosch,
1918-2018 – an academic
society in a state of flux
Prof WP Visser - Stellenbosch
University

'Crisis, Containment and the
End of Empire: Reframing
South Africa‘s "Gulag"'
Dr LK Evans - Sheffield
Hallam University

Writing Gender on ―Sweet‖
Hydropolitics: Commercial Sugar
Production on the Lower Usuthu
Smallholder Irrigation Project,
2006- 2015
Dr E Musiiwa - University of
Swaziland

Enhancing orphan wellness
through Ubuntu: the case of
Masvingo orphans in Zimbabwe
Dr R Mafumbate - University
of South Africa

Open-access memory?
African interlocutors‘
nostalgia for a precolonial
past as digitised in the
Hoffmann Collection of
Cultural Knowledge
Prof L Kriel - University of
Pretoria
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07:30
08:00 - 09:00

09:00 - 09:30

09:30 - 10:00

10:00 - 10:30

DAY 2: FRIDAY, 24 JUNE 2016
Registration:
Venue: Heron
Session Chair: Prof JM Tempelhoff
Keynote Address: Adam Crymble
Refreshments:
Venue: Heron
Venue: Bishop
Venue: Darter
Session Chair:
Session Chair:
Session Chair:
Prof I van der Waag
Ms N Moore
Prof F Morton
Brigadier General J.J. Collyer
How and why we should
History and tourism: disciplinary
and the Development of the
reconstruct histories of health,
divide or new routes in Southern
Union Defence Force, 1910 healing, and medicine in Africa
Africa?
1920
Dr K Flint - University of North Prof KL Harris
Mr EP Kleynhans Carolina
Ms C Herselman - University of
Stellenbosch University
Pretoria
A Clash of Military Doctrine:
Writing Histories of Colonial
Trans-border Collaboration
Brigadier-General Wilfrid
African Patients: Archives,
through Wildlife Management:
Malleson and the South
Ethnographies and the Voices of The case of the Great Limpopo
Africans at Salaita Hill,
the Sick and Dominated
Transfrontier Park of Southern
February 1916
Dr G Ncube - University of
Africa
Major DB Katz Pretoria
Mr B Tavuyanago - Great
Stellenbosch University
Zimbabwe University

10:30 - 11:00

Legal background to the
internment regime in South
Africa during World War II
Mr P Schamberger University of Johannesburg

11:00 - 12:00

Venue: Heron
Session Chair: Prof K Harris
Keynote Address: John GI Clarke
Lunch:
HASA Members Meeting

12:00 - 13:00

Routes in and to the past:
tourism and history in South
Africa
Mr ND Southey - University of
South Africa

Venue: Swift
Session Chair:
Mr M Ginster
Special Services Battalion of
the Lands: The Pongola
Irrigation settlement as social,
architectural and cultural history
Dr D Whelan - Durban
University of Technology
Back to basics in the digital
age: tackling environmental
issues through oral and other
histories in the iSimangaliso
Wetland
Dr IS Schellnack-Kelly and
Prof GV Jiyane - University of
South Africa

Venue: Kingfisher
Session Chair:
Ms C Hlongwane
Dress as a political tool in
post-colonial Malawi, 19641994
Ms CT Kamba Livingstonia University

Exploring South Africa‘s water
history from the digital shelves
of SAWHAR
Prof JWN Tempelhoff
Mr W Lemmer
Ms N Smit - North-West
University

Teaching co-existance
values across the languages
through idioms and proverds
with the help of visual aids
Prof ER Mathipa University of South Africa

Reconciling liberation and
liberty? University students‘
perspectives regarding an
understanding of
reconciliation in South Africa
Dr M Oelofse - University
of the Free State
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13:00 - 13:30

13:30 - 14:00

14:00 - 14:30

14:30 - 15:00

15:00 – 15:30

Venue: Heron / Sunbird
Session Chair:
Dr G Ncube
He who pays the piper has the
right to call the tune?‘
Administration, representation
and taxation in Southern
Rhodesia, 1898-1923
Mr T Madimu - Rhodes
University
‗Mere paper covering the
Cracks?‘: The case of South
Africa‘s Mediation Role in
Zimbabwe( 2008-2013)
J Hlongwana - Great
Zimbabwe University
Policing the people: Civilian
resistance strategiesto security
sector hegemony in
Zimbabwe, 1997 -2008
Dr W Mwatwara
Mr I Dande - University of
Zimbabwe
―The Root of All Evil‖:
Cash Boom,Trader
Misfeasance and Poverty In
World War II Bechuanaland
Protectorate
Dr PP Molosiwa - Botswana
College of Open and
Distance Learning
Refreshments:

DAY 2: FRIDAY, 24 JUNE 2016
Venue: Bishop
Venue: Darter
Session Chair:
Session Chair:
Mj DB Katz
Dr CM Twala
Louis Botha‘s South Africanism
Born of Apartheid? Examining
and relative deprivation in 1914
the historical narratives of
Mr A Garcia - Stellenbosch
former ―non-white‖ universities in
University
South Africa
Dr BL Strydom - University of
South Africa
POW #12683: The South
African link to the aftermath of
the Katyn forest massacre
Dr C Rademeyer - Sol Plaatjie
University

Cartoons as a means of war in
Second World War South Africa
Lt J Van Aarde - Stellenboch
University

―Pie-Crust Promises‖Shortages and Food Control in
the Union of South Africa During
the Second World War
Ms Y Naude - University of
Zululand

‗Between badge and badger is
only a question of degree‘:
Policing the Coloured
Community on the
Witwatersrand, 1886-1899
Dr CH Muller - University of
the Free State
From Parliament to print –
revisiting the Bantu Education
Act (1953)
Ms NL Moore - University of
South Africa

Venue: Swift
Session Chair:
Prof PNJ Duvenhage
Verwoerd's strong man: John
Vorster as Minister of Justice,
1961-1966
Prof JA du Pisani - NorthWest University

Venue: Kingfisher

Debate:
Miss DM Modise University of South Africa
Ms V Seti - University of
South Africa

―Verwoerd‘s last year (1966)‖
Prof PNJ Duvenage University of the Free State

Reconsidering Afrikaner class
politics during the
verligte/verkrampte split: White
workers, labour reform and the
changing NP political imaginary
Dr D van Zyl-Hermann University of the Free State
Rivers & Rivals: The Rubicon
Speech, 1985
Dr JA Stemmet - University of
the Free State

Mr MNRR Rammala University of South Africa

HASA Executive Members
Meeting
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15:30 - 16:00

Venue: Heron / Sunbird
Session Chair:
Mr C Blignaut
How Beloved was Alan Paton‘s
Beloved Country. A Historical Appraisal
Ms MS du Plessis - University of
Pretoria

DAY 2: FRIDAY, 24 JUNE 2016
Venue: Bishop
Venue: Darter
Session Chair:
Session Chair:
Mr EC Coetzee
Prof JA du Pisani
Post-Apartheid land reform in South
The Free State ANC‘s political activists
Africa: The legislation, challenges and
and the Lesotho cross-border political
state of land reform up to 2015
networks, 1960s to 1990s
Dr SJ Bester - North-West University Dr CM Twala - University of The Free
State
―In the past you would toil in the field to
get something, but now things are
different‖. The decline of peasant cotton
agriculture in Zimbabwe since
liberalization
Dr PS Nyambara
Dr G Hove - University of Zimbabwe

16:00 - 16:30

Non-fiction in fiction: Bridging the
disciplinary divide
Miss SE Pretorius - University of
Pretoria

16:30 - 17:00

Venue: Heron
Conference summaries:
Conclusion
Chairperson: Prof Johann Tempelhoff
Boat trip and Gala Dinner (Cash bar will be available)

18:00

07:30 for 08:00
08:00 - 14:00

―The ANC‘s turn to armed struggle: Two
debates considered‖
Dr TW Simpson - University of Pretoria

Venue: Swift
Session Chair:
Prof L Kriel
The Tswana‘s Antiquarian: Paul-Lenert
Breutz (1912-1999)
Prof RF Morton - University of
Botswana
Prof JCA Boeyens - University of
South Africa
Case studies and the teaching and
learning of history in diverse
Classrooms
Dr PG Warnich - North-West
University

DAY 3: SATURDAY, 25 JUNE 2016
Venue: Meeting point at the riverside Sun
Tour 1
Tour 2
Water History tour of the Vaal River Barrage and Rand Water
Visit the Vredefort Dome World Heritage Site
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KEYNOTES
CONSCIENCE, CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE INTOXICATION OF POWER: SOUTH AFRICA‟S AMAMPONDO AND HISTORICAL
CONSCIOUSNESS IN THE 21ST CENTURY
John Clarke
Abstract:
The critical determinant of an effective professional social work
intervention is insight. Within the AmaMpondo traditional community,
currently in a state of violent conflict apparently over antagonistic
development visions and power plays, historical consciousness has
become a vital source and resource for the cultivation of insight, healing
and the setting of inclusive priorities for social change and
transformation. This paper explains how the writer discovered the
emancipating power of ―confronting our own truths to free our history for
future flowerings‖ as Ben Okri says. He argues for a trans-disciplinary
synergy between historians, helping professionals, economists and
theologians, to better understand three key issues. Firstly, how the
current ‗Rhodes must fall‘ movement is a re-emergence of a cultural
meme that had its origins in the 1890‘s when Rhodes became Prime
Minister of the Cape Colonial Government. Secondly how historians can
play their role in informing both the conscience of the young and the
consciousness of their elders so that they may combine in a process of
mutual empowerment: in effect to enable the ‗born free‘ generation to be
a ‗live-free‘ generation, and their elders to look forward to ‗dying free‘, by
finishing their ‗unfinished business‘. Thirdly, how interdisciplinary
research with historians and helping professionals (psychologists, social
workers, psychiatrists) might occur to generate insight into an acquired
personality disorder now known as the ―Hubris Syndrome‖ and described
by Lord David Owen and colleagues, so as to prevent and remedy the
intoxication of power.
CV:
John Clarke is a social worker, a freelance writer, a sometime film maker
and author.

John's first commitment as a professional social worker is to ensure
human rights acquire meaning. The Constitution of South Africa has an
excellent Bill of Rights on paper and in theory. John finds that this does
not happen in general practice especially when human rights are at odds
with mining rights.
Since 2006 his work has focused on supporting the efforts of the amaDiba
people of the Pondoland Wild Coast of South Africa, to (1) Claim their
rights in the face of an Australian mining companies efforts to subvert
opposition and co-opt them into surrendering their ancestral lands for a
coastal dune mining operation to extract titanium deposits, and (2)
Challenge the roughshod attempts by the Department of Minerals
Resources to force the scheme on them, and override all other
government mandates (environment, land rights, tourism, agriculture etc).
John Clarke hopes to write the wrongs of the world, informed by his
experience as a social worker and theologian, to actualise fundamental
human rights and satisfy fundamental human needs. He has lived in the
urbanised concentration of Johannesburg, but has worked mainly in the
rural reaches of the Wild Coast for the past decade. From having paid a
fortune in toll fees he believes he has earned the right to be critical of
Sanral and other extractive institutions, and has not held back while
supporting Sustaining the Wild Coast (www.swc.org.za ), the Southern
African Faith Communities Environment Institute (www.safcei.org.za) and
the Opposition to Urban Tolling Alliance (www.outa.co.za), in various
ways. See his blog at www.icosindaba.co.za for past articles, his
YouTube
channel
for
films
featuring
his
work https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCg42uQEUdiuKmuAt6_ij8g,
and
order
his
book
The
Promise
of
Justice
on www.thepromiseofjustice.co.za
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SERIOUS(LY FUN) VIDEO GAMES FOR HISTORICAL RESEARCH
Dr Adam Crymble
Abstract:
What can amateur video game makers teach historical professionals
about doing historical research? Not present findings or teach students,
but actually do research? The video game industry is booming, and at the
same time the barrier to entry has been drastically reduced. With a bit of
programming experience and a few tutorials you can now produce your
first simple working video game in a few hours. The thriving amateur
video game making community can produce much more impressive
results in only a short while longer. Adam Crymble discusses his work
with those amateur game makers as they sought to build video games
that would make it fun to help classify just over 1 million uncatalogued
historical images in the British Library‘s collection. Thus far we have built
three proof-of-principle prototypes that adhere to our basic ideas of what
makes a game ‗fun‘. The results are not likely best-sellers that will
compete on the open market with the industry leaders, but they are a
fundamental step in the right direction, taking heritage crowdsourcing into
the realm of casual entertainment, in addition to its already important role
in knowledge co-creation.

CV:
Adam Crymble is a lecturer of Digital History at the University of
Hertfordshire in the United Kingdom. His research looks at the history of
human systems, including migration and integration through an analysis
of large sets of digitised records. These records make it possible to
discern trends in migration and conflict that are impossible to pick up on
through close reading alone.
Adam is also actively involved in teaching digital history. He is an editor
of The Programming Historian, an open access, peer-reviewed
monograph that provides introductory digital history lessons to those
looking to learn new ways to engage with the past. He is one of the
convenors of the Digital History seminar at the Institute of Historical
Research in London. In 2008 he published How to Write a Zotero
Translator: A Practical Beginners Guide for Humanists. For more details
on his work, see Adam‘s Research.
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HASA @ 60
Karen L Harris
Abstract:
This year marks the 60th year of the formation of the Historical Society of
South Africa. In typical historical fashion this calls for some form of
commemoration, if not reflection, on a historic milestone of both the
society as well as its journal. After all, jubilees, anniversaries and
centennials of human beings, human associations and human structures,
call for some form of acknowledgement and are often cause for recourse
to some form of historical pondering. Most times these are reflections that
celebrate an unchallenged past, one where the story is sanitised and the
past is venerated. HASA and Historia are no exception. Its forefathers
(few foremothers) occasionally took stock of what had been achieved on
a surprisingly intermittent basis. At the risk of committing the historical sin
of over-simplification and generalization, I will briefly peruse the tangible
voice of HASA, in its journal, Historia. It is thus to the past that this brief
presidential note turns.

CV:
Karen L Harris is a full professor in the Department of Historical and
Heritage Studies at the University of Pretoria, lecturing in history as well
as heritage and cultural tourism. She is also the Director of the University
Archives. She is the president of the Historical Association of South Africa
(HASA), chief researcher of National Department of Tourism-UP research
project, an executive board member of the International Society for the
Study of Chinese Overseas (ISSCO) and holds various editorial positions
on both local and international academic journals. She holds a doctorate
in history and specialises in the field of overseas Chinese studies as well
as heritage tourism. She has written over 15 chapters and 30 articles and
presented 50 papers.
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TOUCHED BY BIKO
Andile M-Afrika
About the Book:
This is a political memoir of life in a rural South African township - with
Andile M-Afrika weaving a creative narrative about events surrounding
this country‘s struggle history, where Steve Bantu Biko played a pivotal
role.
Andile M-Afrika‘s memoir delves deep into his personal encounters with
people, political events and day-to-day life in rural King Williamstown,
Eastern Cape. What speaks volumes, are the pervasive echoes of Biko‘s
presence, on those who shared life in this historic village.
M-Afrika‘s insider‘s account about the everyday turmoil of life in the village
of struggle icon Steve Bantu Biko leaves readers with a vibrant,
accurately drawn impression of events which flowed through the village.
Author Andile M-Afrika lived just across the street from Biko, and takes us
on a highly personal journey.

This highly engaging narrative will be enjoyed by readers ranging from
mid-high school to adult readers, with an interest in the South African
struggle history.
CV:
Andile M-Afrika was born and raised in a small township in the Eastern
Cape Province, South Africa. In Touched by Biko he writes about his
memories of Ginsberg, the black township across the Buffalo River from
central King William‘s Town which was also home to Steve Bantu Biko.
This is his second book. In 2011 he published The Eyes That Lit Our
Lives – A Tribute to Steve Biko. M-Afrika is currently pursuing further
studies at Rhodes University as a PhD student and working on another
memorial tract in honour of Steve Biko.

The book is filled with direct references to specific buildings and events
specific to the area and the time.
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“THERE IS A HISTORIE IN ALL MENS LIVES”: SCHOLARSHIP, SCALE, AND FUTURE HISTORIES
Pip Willcox
Abstract
Digital technologies have transformed the ways we discover, locate, and
access historical material, and what we can do with it once found.
Libraries and archives, traditionally the starting point for much historical
learning and research, have become partners in the co-creation of digital
resources of historical data—record, image, text, sound, and film. As we
link, remediate, visualize, mine, annotate, subvert, and repurpose
historical data in its many forms, we are changing the processes as well
as the products of teaching, learning, and research. Through the
affordances of the digital, we are also reaching new audiences who in
turn become partners in exploration, analysis, and interpretation.
Together we are using technologies and tools speed up traditional enquiry
and enable entirely new questions to be imagined and answered.
Alongside these generative possibilities inspired by curiosity and pleasure
are new challenges—of navigation, contextualization, and curation which
we ignore or postpone at peril of becoming known, counterintuitively, as
another silent generation. This talk gives a broad overview of the field,
illustrated by case studies from current digital work in the library, the
academy, and beyond.

CV:
Pip Willcox is the Head of the Centre for Digital Scholarship at the
Bodleian Libraries, holds a research post at the University of Oxford eResearch Centre, and co-directs the annual Digital Humanities at Oxford
Summer School.
The Centre is a hub for translating innovative digital technologies into
multidisciplinary academic practice and public engagement and Pip is an
advocate for engaging new audiences with multidisciplinary scholarship,
and digital methods and technologies. Her interests include book history,
materiality, editing, and text encoding.
Projects she has run include the Sprint for Shakespeare public campaign
and the Bodleian First Folio project. She has worked on Early English
Books Online Text Creation Partnership, Early English Print in the
HathiTrust (ElEPHãT), a linked semantic prototyping project, and
currently on SOCIAM: the theory and practice of social machines and
Fusing Audio and Semantic Technologies for Intelligent Music Production
and Consumption. Pip serves on the Text Encoding Initiative Board of
Directors and the Digital Renaissance Editions Advisory Board.
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ABSTRACTS
POST-APARTHEID LAND REFORM IN SOUTH AFRICA:
THE LEGISLATION, CHALLENGES AND STATE OF LAND REFORM UP TO 2015
Dr SJ Bester - North-West University
Keywords:
Restitution of Land Rights Act of 1994, Land Rights Amendment Act of 2014, Land reform process, Land grabbing
Abstract:
In this presentation focus on the post-apartheid land redistribution and
restoration in South Africa as included in the Restitution of Land Rights
Act 22 of 1994 and the Land Rights Amendment Act of 15 of 2014.
Within this perspective the presentation is divided into the next sections
•
•

•
to what extent the government has succeeded to reach the target
to transfer 30% (24.6 million hectares), of all agricultural land to the black
majority by 2014.
•
the reality of and I argue that the failure of land reform programme
contribute to land grabbing.

an overview on these legislations.
an discussion of the challenges of the land reform process
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THE LIMITS AND POSSIBILITIES OF SPACE AS A HISTORICAL CATEGORY: TOWARDS A RELATIONAL APPROACH FOR
ANALYSING AFRIKANER MASCULINITY
Mr C Blignaut - North-West University
A whole history remains to be written of spaces – which would at the same time be the history of powers – ... from the great
strategies of geo-politics to the little tactics of the habitat. - Michel Foucault Keywords:
space; place; gender; Afrikaner masculinity; historical theory; South African history; Afrikaner history
Abstract:
Since the now historic social-scientific shift to linguistic analysis, history
as discipline has moved further away from her ―conventional‖ disciplinary
boundaries. One example would be that cultural and social historians
have started identifying and emphasising the importance of ―space‖ and
―place‖ (geographic concepts) as analytic tools for history over the past
ten years.
A recently published edition of the journal, History and Theory, contains a
forum discussion in which the historiography and theories of space and
place in history are investigated. The aim of this paper is to build upon the
excellent analysis made in the contributions to this journal and the
historiography thus far. I look into the possibilities space may hold for
historical writing.
As such this paper responds to the main critique brought in by prominent
historians on the usefulness concepts ―space‖, ―place‖ and ―location‖,
namely the confusions and contradictions regarding the use of the terms.
I propose that a move is necessary into the direction of a more relational
and ultimately ―social‖ definition of space if historians are to take spacial

analysis seriously. With this in mind I am in agreement with the historian,
Leif Jerram, that it is necessary to conceptualise the mostly undertheorized concept of ―place‖. I put forward a working definition that
emphasises the relation between space, place and location with a model
of place that opens the door to a new and exciting methodological
approach of an interdisciplinary nature.
As will become clear, space is not a vacuum. With a social-constructivist
aim in mind the proposed definition includes the relations of and within
space between different discourses. The identity politics and history of
Afrikaner masculinity – especially during the first half of the twentieth
century – proves to be especially suitable for an analysis of this kind.
Focusing on the discourses intersecting in space and the symbols,
meanings and social constructions of certain places of the zeitgeist, this
paper concludes with an illustration of the usefulness of place when
combining it with our unavoidable (and rightly so!) ―classical‖ theoretical
approaches to history.
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READING BEHIND THE LINES: NEWSPAPERS AS HISTORICAL SOURCES
Ms EJ Bron-Swart - University of the Free State
Abstract:
J. Rose is of the opinion that media history is possibly the ―most important
chapter of human history‖ and that most other aspects of history can only
be understood by answering the question of ―Who communicated what to
whom - and how?‖ There is also a consensus amongst historians about
the value of the media, and more specifically of newspapers. Yet several
textbooks on history methodology limit the section on their use to a
paragraph or two. In order to conduct media and newspaper research,
methods from media- and propaganda studies are often consulted and
borrowed. Yet those who do write about the use of newspapers as
historical evidence remind us that historians should approach these

documents with all ―critical instincts on full alert‖. The question thus arises
of whether there is a need for a more structured approach to using a
medium that has the subjectivities of other historical documents, yet is
doubly tainted by a diverse network of authors, editors, ideologies,
politicians and corporations? Thus this paper proposes to take a more in
depth look at the nature of these texts, the industry supporting media
institutions and offer a structured model regarding how they might
possibly be approached.
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IDENTITY AND ETHNICITY: THE TSONGA-SHANGAAN DISCOURSE
Dr MH Chawane - University of Johannesburg
Keywords:
Tsonga; Shangaan; identity; ethnicity; Soshangani; Nghunghunyane; Gaza
Abstract:
Of all the ethnic groups of South Africa, the Tsonga are the least written
about in history. The most likely reason for this is that unlike other groups,
they never develop a centralized political structure, which makes it difficult
to trace their origin. The Shangaan on the other hand, can trace their
origin to Shakan Zululand, and with the help of the Tsonga they managed
to establish the Gaza Kingdom. Thus, for the past two centuries the two
groups have been historically, politically and culturally intertwined. The
result is that their identity became confused especially with regards to
differentiating who or what is Shangaan or Tsonga.

In spite of the fact that they share culture and language, those who see
themselves as Tsonga reject to be called Shangaan with other subgroups
refusing to be classified as Tsonga. This paper sets out to discuss various
reasons why there is a lack of one common identity amongst the TsongaShangaan. Attempt is made to show how historical processes, apartheid
administrative grouping and contemporary stereotypes all contributed to
the problem of one common ethnic identity. This is done by first defining
the concept ethnic identity in order to conclude whether we can speak of
one ethnic group or two (or even many) within one.
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IT IS NOT PERSONAL, IT IS JUST POLITICS!
A HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE 1964 CILLIÈ COMMISSION ON ALLEGED IRREGULARITIES ON ARMS PROCUREMENT
Mr EC Coetzee - North-West University
Keywords:
1964 Cilliè Commission; arms procurement; economic crime
Abstract:
In 1963 the United Nations‘ Security Council accepted a weapons
embargo against the Republic of South Africa. This meant that South
Africa could not import any weapons or military vehicles from any Western
Power. Prime Minister Verwoerd‘s administration had to make several
hard decisions on how to keep the South African Defence Force (SADF)
battle-ready at modern standards. His government had to if they aimed to
keep the political status quo across the entire Southern Africa. With the
embargo – the Defence Department of Minister J.J. Fouché had to enter
into uncharted diplomatic territory and make allies in the defence
industries of Western Europe, Great Britain and the USA to help South
Africa out. Their deals were done in a sinister fashion and several
irregularities caught the eye of the official opposition. In reaction to the

growing scandal, President C.R. Swart called for a commission to
investigate the matter – to be chaired by Justice P.M. Cillié.
This paper is the first attempt to introduce the events that took place
during this commission‘s sessions in 1964. It became a commission
which was omitted from contemporary historical discourses because it
had such personal revelations about the methods implemented by the
Fouché administration in acquiring the necessary manufacturing
blueprints and schemata to start with South Africa‘s weaponmanufacturing industry. Was the 1964 Cilliè commission therefore the
birth of Armscor? Did this commission truly reveal to the public what the
Department of Defence agreed to for them to acquire what they needed to
build the SADF into a force to reckon with?
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FREE-BURGHER WOMEN AND THE QUEST FOR STATUS IN 18TH CENTURY CAPE TOWN
Ms L Coetzee - University of Johannesburg
Keywords:
Cape of Good Hope, colonial history, gender history, social history, Dutch East India Company, material culture, status, conspicuo us consumption, burgher
women
Abstract:
As society developed and changed during the early modern period at the
Cape of Good Hope, emphasis on identity and status grew increasingly
important. Material culture, used for the purpose of personal adornment,
became increasingly prominent as a means of demonstrating social
positions. The growth of prosperity within the Cape further catalysed this
process, having a particular effect on one group within Cape Dutch
society – the burgher class. This article will aim to explore the role of
burgher women within the Cape Dutch society and how this group used
markers of distinction to denote their social position. By using objects
such as clothing, this group managed to create an association with a

particular status group, so doing increasing their own social importance.
Association with the higher echelons of society was particularly important
to a group of nouveaux riches burghers who had started to intermarry with
the VOC official elite. This intermarriage was occurring during a time
when society became increasing equal towards the later part of the 18th
century. This article will aim to discuss the role of burgher women in
perpetuating the idea of ‗conspicuous consumption‘ as a means of
increasing their status and social importance within their role in the Cape
Dutch society.
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A CASE OF FRANCHISE BRANDING IN SOUTH AFRICA AND THE STORY OF THE NATIVE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE: FURTHER
RESEARCH
Dr MS Coghlan - KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Museum Services
Keywords:
franchise branding; Native American culture; perceptions; Johnny Cash; conquest and decimation
Abstract:
Spur Steakhouses are ubiquitous in most South African towns and cities.
The steakhouses, it is immediately noticeable, are filled with a variety of
replica items reflecting the popular modern perception of Native American
culture and tradition: canoes, battle-axes, pipes, headdresses etc. This
memorabilia is employed to promote the Spur mission of hospitality with
an emphasis on family and children.
The military conquest and decimation of Native American tribes paints an
often contrasting and disturbing picture to the above rose-tinted image. I
was first sensitized to the subjugated and often impoverished situation of
these once proud ‗first peoples‘, largely forgotten by history, through the
music of country music legend Johnny Cash who devoted one of his
‗concept‘ albums, Bitter Tears, to their plight. It occurred to me that it
would be topical and informative to investigate Spur branding in the
context of the reality and legacy of the Native American Indians in the

United States and the Americas, thereby correcting an erroneous
perception of their reality that is suggested by the franchise decor.
Selected references:





Hilburn, Robert, Johnny Cash: The Life (London, Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, 2013)
Johnny Cash: Bitter Tears: Ballads of the American Indian, CD
liner notes
Lewis, Jon E (ed), The Mammoth Book of Native Americans: The
Story of America’s Original Inhabitants in all its Beauty, Magic,
Truth and Tragedy (London, Robinson, 2004)
Wertz, Jay, The Native American Experience (London, Andre
Deutsch, 2010)
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THE “LOGIC” OF PROPHETS AND PROPHECY: A HISTORICAL-THEORETICAL ANALYSIS TOWARDS AN ALTERNATIVE
UNDERSTANDING OF PROPHETS AND PROPHECY IN THE WESTERN WORLD
Ms C de Beer - North-West University
Keywords:
Prophecy; prophets; Carl Jung; Marie-Louise von Franz; Analytical psychology; humanities; history; Edgar Cayce; Siener van Rensburg.
Abstract text:
Prophets and prophecy has been an integral part of the shaping of the
Western mind. According to some believers, prophets and prophecy
existed since (literally) short after the beginning of time itself. As an
historical phenomenon shaping the Western world we historians would be
quite stupid to ignore it. Luckily, we weren‘t so stupid. There exists an
extensive historiography on the topic – research done by scholars from
quack historians to very serious Oxbridge professors. Not one of them
takes prophets seriously as historical contemporaries. Or worse, they do,
but within a fundamentalist, and sometimes outright crazy, way. Despite
this trend there have been historians who covered significant ground in
conceptualizing the topic by using critical theory. I do, however, also find
this lacking in weight.
In light of the above this paper‘s main aim is to give an alternative
explanation of prophecy in the West through a leap of historical
imagination needed to take contemporaries seriously. For this an
evaluation of prominent academic arguments regarding the origin of
prophecy and how it is scientifically accounted for is necessary. As an
alternative to these explanations this article sets out to specifically
analyse the life and prophecies of Edgar Caycey and Niklaas van
Rensburg. It is my contention that such an alternative can only be taken
seriously if this phenomenon is approached by interdisciplinary means.
The reason of course is the fact that we are dealing here with the world of
the ―irrational‖ – the main reason why rational arguments are lacking in
nature. Furthermore this article distances itself from any religious or

supernatural explanation when it comes to certain ―proofs‖ regarding the
legitimacy of prophets – especially those central to the Afrikaner volksmyth. As such I propose looking at prophets and prophecy in history
through the lens of dr. Carl Gustav Jung. From the outset it should be
noted that this study does not take reductionist psychological
explanations seriously. However, without psychology these ―psychic‖
phenomena cannot in any legitimate way be explained. As will become
evident, Analytical Psychology is especially useful when one approaches
the irrational.
In the world of the living psychic material is encapsulated in the psyche of
the individual and manifests itself in dreams and symbols. In the
historians play park, the world of the dead, the material of prophetic works
can open a window into the psyche of these bygone prophets, for
prophecy has always been filled with dreams and symbols. Therefore it is
of the utmost necessity for realizing the aims of this paper also through an
historical evaluation of the ―psychic material‖ left behind in the form of
documents in order to ―present an honest picture of it from as many
angles as possible‖ – in accordance with the theories of depth psychology
while taking the limitations of depth psychology into account. As such this
study is in no way a final answer to the mystery of prophecy, but an
honest attempt to take contemporaries‘ lived experience seriously through
unravelling some of the mystery by way of offering an alternative Jungian
approach to the reality of prophecy.
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‘ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION‟ OR „GOD‟S OWN COUNTRY‟: SOUTH AFRICAN PARTICIPATION IN THE GERMAN SOUTH WEST
AFRICAN CAMPAIGN, C.1914-1915
Ms A Delport - Stellenbosch University
Keywords:
First World War, German South West Africa, Union of South Africa, South African Soldiers, Health, Disease, Wounds, Morale, Water, Transportation, South
African Medical Corps, South African Medical Services
Abstract text:
Today, there is an increased scholarly interest in health, the medical side
of war, and in the physical environment in which hostilities occur.
Alongside the common view that the Great War was a war of mass
carnage, this interest is also trickling over to the essential history of 19141918. Yet, this process is gradual, since much of the literature on this
global conflict still reduces discussion to body count and death.
Comparatively few sources consider what the impact was of war on men‘s
bodies and minds. Therefore this paper strives to offer an explorative
account of the impact of the German South West African Campaign on
combatant South African forces with a particular focus on men‘s bodies
and minds. The first invasion of this desert territory, larger than Germany,
commenced in September 1914. However, this opening advance proved
to be ineffective which led to a delay of the campaign proper until January

1915 and lasted until July. The second offensive, with its four invading
Forces, all moving inland from different exterior points, also meant
differing experiences of the environment. Although varied, and if perhaps
less than in East Africa, all men sank in significance next to the heavy
influence of the physical environment with its lack of water, vast distances
and contrasting climate. With the use of archival material, newspaper
sources, statistics and personal accounts, both the individual and
collective corporeal and mental well-being of men are explored. For the
purpose of this discussion, various factors will come under examination,
such as the environment, climate, type of warfare, nutrition, kit, the role of
medical services, morale, diseases and wounds. This paper is not
intended to be exclusively a medical history, but also a social history of
these soldiers, with an emphasis on their material world.
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THE FIRST WORLD WAR AND THE SINKING OF THE S.S. GALWAY CASTLE - SALVAGING THE SOUTH AFRICAN CONNECTION
JJP De Vries - Independent Historian
Keywords: First World War, S.S. Galway Castle, Union of South Africa, Union Defence Force, 1st South African Infantry Brigade, South African Native
Labour Corps, Allied war effort, Civil-Military Archives.
Abstract:
This paper highlights the historical, military and social significance of the
loss of the steamer S.S. Galway Castle - torpedoed and critically
damaged by a German U-boat on 12 September 1918 while sailing from
Plymouth to Cape Town. Many drowned during initial rescue attempts,
with the ship sinking three days later whilst under tow, scarcely eight
weeks before the conclusion of the First World War. The vessel was
carrying mostly women and children, as well as hundreds of homeward
bound wounded members of the South African Union Defence Force.
Before its sinking, the vessel had made significant contributions to the
Allied war effort, transporting much of the seaborne invasion force to the
South African conducted German South West Africa Campaign, and
serviced the mail and passenger route between South Africa and
England. It was to carry notable South African public figures, among them
one of the founding members and first Secretary General of the South
African National Native Congress - Solomon Plaatje, who departed

Plymouth for South Africa in February 1917, from where the troopship
Mendi would sail that same month to its doom. It is of particular interest to
find by means of civil and military archival sources who the passengers
were who survived, and who perished, particularly the military personnel
from the 1st South African Infantry Brigade and South African Native
Labour Corps. The loss of the Galway Castle was keenly felt in the Union,
and met with similar consternation to that of the loss of the Mendi.
Ostensibly, it has become increasingly easy to conceptualise conclusions
about the different junctions in the Galway Castle disaster narrative due to
the digitisation of older sources. However, the complicated nature
between digitisation, non-digitization and pre-digitised sources
nevertheless plays a vital role in understanding intersections crucial to
appreciating this historical event.
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TENDENCIES IN POPULAR WORKS ON SOUTH AFRICAN RUGBY, 1948-1995: A HISTORIOGRAPHICAL STUDY /
TENDENSE IN POPULÊRE WERKE OOR SUID-AFRIKAANSE RUGBY, 1948-1995: ‟N HISTORIOGRAFIESE STUDIE
Mr W De Wet - University of the Free State
Abstract:
The resumption of international rugby after the Second World War
sparked a renewed interest in the sport among supporters worldwide. In
South Africa dozens of popular rugby books were published in
subsequent years and rugby grew to be one of the country‘s biggest
sports. These rugby books became popular items on the South African
bookshelf. This article investigates the tendencies in popular South
African rugby historiography. Tendencies are identified and studied within
the changing context between 1948 and 1995 by means of an in-depth
analysis of the content and stylistic aspects of these books. Questions
relating to what was written in popular rugby books, how it was written, as
well as why it was written are explored in this article. It becomes apparent
that these tendencies were influenced by the changing socio-political
landscape of twentieth century South Africa. The politically motivated
protests against the Springboks on tours overseas, the eventual boycott
of the Springboks and the introduction of television to the country in 1976
all had noticeable influences on popular South African rugby
historiography.

Die hervatting van internasionale rugby na die Tweede Wêreldoorlog het
nuwe belangstelling onder rugby ondersteuners wêreldwyd gekweek.
Tientalle populêre rugbyboeke het in die daaropvolgende jare in SuidAfrika verskyn en rugby het een van die land se grootste sporte geword.
Rugbyboeke het algemene items op Suid-Afrikaanse boekrakke geword.
Hierdie artikel stel ondersoek in na die ontwikkeling van tendense in
populêre Suid-Afrikaanse rugbygeskiedskrywing tussen 1948 en 1995.
Tendense word geïdentifiseer en binne kontekstuele verband nagevolg
deur middel van ‘n noukeurige studie van die inhoud en stilistiese aspekte
van die boeke. Daar word gekyk na wat in populêre rugbyboeke geskryf
is, hoe daar geskryf is en gevra waarom daar so geskryf is. Dit word
duidelik dat hierdie tendense deur die veranderende politieke- en sosiale
landskap van die twintigste eeu beïnvloed is. Die polities gemotiveerde
betogings teen die Springbokke op oorsese toere, die uiteindelike
internasionale sportboikot van die Springbokke, asook die koms van
televisie in 1976 het elk ‘n merkbare impak op Suid-Afrikaanse
rugbygeskiedskrywing gehad.
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VERWOERD'S STRONG MAN: JOHN VORSTER AS MINISTER OF JUSTICE, 1961-1966
Prof JA du Pisani - North-West University
Keywords:
BJ Vorster, Minister of Justice, Security legislation, Security police, Revolutionary threat, Underground resistance, Apartheid, Anti-communism
Abstract:
Between 1961 and 1966 BJ (John) Vorster was Minister of Justice in
Verwoerd's cabinet at a time when the African National Congress (ANC),
the Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC) and the South African Communist
Party (SACP) were banned organisations. Vorster believed that there was
a communist-inspired revolutionary threat against the apartheid state,
which could not be countered by playing according to the "Queensbury
rules". In his term security legislation was tightened and the security
police expanded to such an extent that liberals accused the N.P.
government of turning South Africa into a police state. He achieved the,
for him, desired results. Underground resistance by Poqo, Umkhonto we

Sizwe, the African Resistance Movement and the SACP was ruthlessly
crushed and all the leaders of the liberation movements were either in
gaol or in exile. It was the time of the Bashee Bridge murders, the Paarl
riots, the Rivonia trial, the Johannesburg station bomb and the arrest of
Bram Fischer. The following questions will be addressed in the proposed
paper: Was there really a revolutionary threat at the time? To what extent
did Vorster succeed in eliminating this real or perceived threat? How
should the methods he used (bannings, restrictions, house arrest,
detention without trial, the implementation of the death penalty, etc) be
assessed?
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HOW BELOVED WAS ALAN PATON‟S BELOVED COUNTRY. A HISTORICAL APPRAISAL
Ms MS du Plessis - University of Pretoria
Keywords:
Alan Paton, Literature, 20th Century, South Africa
Abstract:
This research focuses on Alan Paton‘s 1948 novel Cry, the Beloved
Country. As one of South Africa‘s most renowned writers, Paton had the
courage to write a novel about the plight of South Africans during a critical
period of the country‘s history on the eve of apartheid. Through the tale of
the two main protagonists, Stephen Kumalo and James Jarvis, the reader
is drawn into a mid-twentieth century South Africa in which Paton
illustrates (though, oftentimes, coloured with a paternalistic undercurrent)
the racial tensions, ethnic conflicts, and socio-economic situations that
impacted both white and black people on the eve of apartheid. When Cry,
the Beloved Country was originally published in 1948 there was an

immediate hype surrounding the novel in both the United States of
America and the United Kingdom, as seen in international and local
newspapers. In addition to this, this novel still remains popular in the
United States of America even as a prescribed text. This study therefore
aims to provide evidence that Alan Paton, even though first and foremost
a fictional novelist, is also a literary activist using his novel as a ―war of
words‖ as a form of resistance against the apartheid regime, and if his
liberal vision was enough to help bring South Africa onto the path towards
to democracy.
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“VERWOERD‟S LAST YEAR (1966)”
Prof PNJ Duvenage - University of the Free State
Keywords:
Verwoerd, 1966, prime minister, National Party, assassination
Abstract:
This contribution will look at the last year (fifty years ago) in the life of
Hendrik Verwoerd (1901-1966), prime minister of South Africa (19581966). In this process the following aspects will be addressed: the major
political issues for the governing party, the election of 1966, the

republican festivals (May 1966), the verdict of the World Court on South
West Africa (Namibia), and internal positioning within the National Party
and broader Afrikaner elite circles. The paper will end with his
assassination and a critical conclusion.
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'CRISIS, CONTAINMENT AND THE END OF EMPIRE: REFRAMING SOUTH AFRICA‟S "GULAG"'
Dr LK Evans - Sheffield Hallam University
Keywords:
Relocation; apartheid; decolonisation; homelands; repression
Abstract:
The mass forced removal of black South Africans to rural dumping
grounds was a cornerstone of apartheid. After the political upheavals of
1960, the South African government entered into a discrete ‗second
phase‘ of its apartheid project (Posel, 1991), hardening political
repression and embarking on a thoroughgoing project of social
engineering to relocate black South Africans - particularly women, elderly,
the unemployed and political ‗unreliable‘ - to rural dumping grounds in the
so-called ‗homelands‘. These removals have been understood by
historians as a product of the combined racial and class project of the
white supremacist state: to cement the migrant labour system
underpinning white prosperity, to entrench the project of racial
segregation to which the National Party had committed itself and to
undermine African nationalist mobilisation. Yet the imperatives of political

repression and labour control that shaped this ‗gulag‘ are much less
peculiar to South Africa than historians have been prepared to concede. It
is clear that British responses to the regional crisis of 1959-1960, which
shook the already fragile hegemony of British colonialism in the region,
shaped the timing and the character of the response by the South African
state to radicalised forms of anti-colonial protest within the country. This
paper will analyse the South African government‘s imperial project of
repression and containment and its location within wider imperial
responses to the crisis of empire in Africa, drawing connections with
imperial counter-insurgency campaigns waged in Kenya, Nyasaland and
beyond.
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HOW AND WHY WE SHOULD RECONSTRUCT HISTORIES OF HEALTH, HEALING, AND MEDICINE IN AFRICA
Dr K Flint - University of North Carolina
Keywords:
Medicine, health, methodology and historiography
Abstract:
How can we create medical histories that not only offer a useful
perspective for understanding the past, but can help mediate future
medical crises? This paper addresses how scholars can reconstruct
histories of biomedicine, medical pluralism, or vernacular therapeutics in
Africa from a variety of methodologies and sources-- from archaeology,
historical linguistics, and epidemiology, to oral and written sources by
biomedical personnel, missionaries, travelers, anthropologists, colonial
officials and Africans themselves. I discuss the various challenges
researchers face as well as where one might find such resources. The
history of health, healing, and medicine in Africa, more generally and
Southern Africa specifically, is important for providing a context for current
healthcare dilemmas. But it also complicates narratives that expect Africa
to be a place of disease, and contributes more broadly to both African and
medical history. Such histories show how indigenous medical cultures
helped Africans to mediate and challenge ecological, political and social

change from the precolonial to the postcolonial period; how disease
impacted not only morbidity and mortality rates but shaped economies,
societies, and cultures; and that medicine was an important site of
encounter, contestation, and cultural exchange between Africans and
between Africans and others. African and social historians of health and
medicine challenged conventional notions that science and medicine are
objective and universal. Instead, they situated medicine (generally
biomedicine) in its context, showing how it both reflects and shapes its
local environment. Africanists have demonstrated not only how
biomedicine is practiced in Africa, but how Africans themselves changed
biomedicine globally. This paper explores scholarship in this field from
the 1970s to the present while indicating how scholars may contribute to
the relatively new fields of global health, medical humanities, and
historical epidemiology.
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LOUIS BOTHA‟S SOUTH AFRICANISM AND RELATIVE DEPRIVATION IN 1914
Mr A Garcia - Stellenbosch University
Keywords:
Louis Botha, Afrikaner Rebellion, Relative Deprivation
Abstract text:
The creation of the Union of South Africa in 1910 as a dominion of the
British Empire brought together four disparate colonies under the
premiership of General Louis Botha. The amalgamation of these British
colonies, was coloured by British imperialism and the allure of economic
growth. The landscape on which the Union was formed was riddled with
inequalities which ran along socio-economic, political and racial lines.
These differences were a fissure along which the Afrikaner people
divided, in the face of rising Afrikaner nationalism, intellectualism, culture
and language.
This paper postulates that the Afrikaner Rebellion took place as a result of
‗relative deprivation‘ and the divide between the ‗haves‘ and ‗have nots‘ in
multiple dimensions including the political and economic levels. These
inequalities are evaluated through the lens of precipitating and
predisposing conditions (in terms of internal conflict) present in South
Africa at the time that led to frustration and then aggression. The relative

access to resources was fuelled by Afrikaner republican ideals which
many disenfranchised Afrikaners believed to have been surrendered in
the Peace of Vereeniging in 1902 and whose nationalist hopes were
reignited by a number of influential generals and commandants who
opposed the Botha government. The commencement of the First World
War gave impetus to those opposed to the Union government as
ideological differences flared and previous grievances became
aggravated. This paper examines Botha‘s choice of political direction from
his viewpoint as a farmer (landowner and minister of agriculture), general
and statesman (he directed the creation of the Union Defence Forces) as
well as influential Afrikaner leader (South African War hero) and how this
influenced the poor and deprived portion of the Afrikaner population. The
paper proceeds to evaluate the political path chosen by Botha which
sacrificed Afrikaner independence for a forced marriage with the British
Empire where poverty and ideological differences were becoming more
prominent.
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HISTORICAL WATER QUALITY TRENDS OF THE VAAL BARRAGE
Mr M Ginster & Prof JWN Tempelhoff - North-West University
Keywords:
Vaal River, urban, industrial, reservoir, water quality, monitoring
Abstract:
The Vaal Barrage is a water reservoir located on the Vaal River below the
Vaal Dam near the town of Vanderbijlpark. The Barrage was constructed
by Rand Water in 1923 to provide for the growing water needs of the
Witwatersrand. It has a total storage capacity of 60 million m 3 covering a
length of about 50km.
Rivers that feed into the Vaal Barrage flow from industrial and urban
areas which has resulted in this reservoir experiencing significant water
quality deterioration to such an extent that water is no longer abstracted
for potable use. The reservoir is currently used for recreational activities
including boating, skiing and fishing. A number of high end residential
homes and holiday resorts have established on its banks.
Water quality challenges experienced on the Barrage include those
associated with nutrient, microbiological and mineral loading. Algal
blooms occur as a result of nitrogen and phosphorous accumulation.

Sporadic fish kills have been reported. Given the occurrence of
microbiological contamination the water is not always suitable for
recreational purposes. Downstream users include irrigation and domestic
users.
The Vaal Barrage presents an interesting case study for assessing long
term trends in water quality of an impounded river system given the
availability of a reasonably good dataset. For some gauging weirs data is
available from when the Barrage was formally taken into use in 1923
while consistent water quality monitoring data sets are available from
1972. The datasets are accessible from the website of the National
Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS). Long term flow and water
quality trends are presented and some observations made on the
prevalence of floods as well as some of the cyclical and non-cyclical
trends observed in water quality.
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DANCING INTO THE PAST: LEISURE HISTORY A NEW STEP?
Mrs AM Green - University of Pretoria
Keywords:
dance history, trans disciplinary research, historiography of dance
Abstract:
While dance is regarded as one of the oldest art forms in the world, the
writing of dance history, as a subsector of leisure history, is relatively
neglected. Yet in the wake of postmodernism, scholars have increasingly
disassociated themselves from formal disciplinary boundaries aligning
themselves with ―new histories‖ and subaltern voices. This has
necessitated reading against the grain, blurring disciplinary lines and
using new lenses to study and explain the past. This paper will argue that

dance is such a lens endorsing the claim that ―social dancing …―reflects
the Spirit of the Age more faithfully than any other art‖. By analyzing the
historiography of dance, it will consider how the writing of dance history
across continents encapsulates class, race and culture and intersects
societies across colonial and indigenous divides.
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THE ROLE OF ORALITY IN ASPECTS OF NDEBELE HISTORY
Dr S Hadebe - Public Policy Research Institute of Zimbabwe
Mrs C Dlamini - Solusi University
Mrs N Nkomo - United College of Education
Keywords:
oral history, ethnic history, story-telling, Ndebele, popular culture.
Abstract:
Oral history is very pervasive among the Ndebele people of Zimbabwe,
just like in most African communities. Although Ndebele history is
relatively short, dating back to Mzilikazi‘s revolt from Shaka of the Zulu, it
is laden with memorable events that partly shaped the history of many
peoples in Zimbabwe and in the region. Ndebele history of that early
period is well documented. Notwithstanding, oral stories passed from
generation to generation abound on certain alleged events that are either
not captured at all by documented history or are narrated differently.
With growing creative literature in Ndebele, be it prose, poetry or drama;
the oral history was now preserved and transmitted through a literary
form. Since creative works are more accessible and popular than
documented history, the oral version reaches out to more people than

documented history. Besides, there are possibilities that Ndebele people
themselves prefer the malleable oral history to documented one which
obviously is less kind to them. Both versions of history are promoted
through the school system as oral history is contained in literature and
documented history through history lessons.
This paper seeks to unpack the dichotomy between oral and documented
history with reference to selected aspects of Ndebele history. It shall draw
from history, literature, cultural studies and education to interrogate the
interplay of factors that give prominence to unsubstantiated oral history
over well researched and documented history. Furthermore, ways of
bridging the gap between oral and documented history shall be explored.
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HISTORY AND TOURISM: DISCIPLINARY DIVIDE OR NEW ROUTES IN SOUTHERN AFRICA?
Prof KL Harris & Ms C Herselman - University of Pretoria
Keywords:
History, Tourism, Multi-disciplinary research, Tourismscapes
Abstract:
This panel of three papers proposes to consider the relationship – or lack
thereof – between History and Tourism. The first introductory paper will
consider this emerging dual-domain both in terms of the objections that
divide them and the convergence that binds them. It will consider the
history of these two diverse fields in terms of their respective educational
and academic positions – the one a product of the classical era and the
other emerging in modern times. The two other papers will present
examples of the convergence of history and tourism in a multi-disciplinary

context. They will introduce the concept of a ―tourismscape‖ and how this
relatively new trajectory taps into the public history domain and the
tourism sector thus bridging the two. The one paper will focus on the early
peoples ―tourismscape‖ and the other on the liberation struggle
―tourismscape‖. Both encompass the southern African region. These two
will serve as practical examples of a potentially symbiotic relationship
emerging between History and Tourism.
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THE COLOURED „ENGLISH ROSES‟ OF SOPHIATOWN: EXPLORING UNEQUAL CHILDHOODS IN THE WITWATERSRAND AREA
BETWEEN 1923-1978
Ms CT Hlongwane - North-West University
Keywords:
children, childhood, coloured, destitute, Sophiatown
Abstract text:
The freehold township of Sophiatown was a unique urban township in
Johannesburg between the 1930s and the 1950s, more cosmopolitan
than any other, characterised by racial and cultural integration during the
era or segregation until its demolition in the 1950s. In as much as
Sophiatown was racially and culturally mixed, the children in the township
experienced unequal and divided childhoods. On one hand there were
Coloured children who lived privileged lives that were housed in the St.
Joseph‘s Home for Coloured Children, on the other hand there were
children from the surrounding townships who lived in destitution. This
paper aims to explore unequal childhoods in the Rand and it also sets out

to complicate the history of childhood in the Witwatersrand by declining
the views of renowned historians, scholars and memoirists that most
children in that area, especially in Sophiatown and Soweto were menace
and juvenile delinquents to the society in which they lived. As such, this
article aims to build upon the research already done on the youth of
Sophiatown and surrounding areas in order to shed light on the group of
children who received little historical attention in the history of
Sophiatown. This paper is based on oral interviews and archival material.
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„MERE PAPER COVERING THE CRACKS?‟: THE CASE OF SOUTH AFRICA‟S MEDIATION ROLE IN ZIMBABWE( 2008-2013)
J Hlongwana - Great Zimbabwe University
Keywords:
Crisis; election; international; South Africa; Zimbabwe
Abstract:
Following the 2008 Presidential Elections in Zimbabwe in which the
leader of the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC-T), Morgan
Tsvangirai won more votes than the incumbent, Robert Mugabe
Zimbabwe slid into an unprecedented crisis. In spite of Tsvangirai getting
more votes than Mugabe he was not declared a winner as he did not
reach the constitutional benchmark of 51%. A re-run that was set to be
conducted was marred by serious violence which forced Tsvangirai to
withdraw his candidature. The result of the re-run in which Mugabe
participated unopposed did not win international approval. This led to a
crisis of governance in Zimbabwe. Zimbabwe became near case of a
failed state as the government could no longer provide basic state
services to the citizens. The deteriorating situation forced millions of
Zimbabweans to become economic and political refugees in the

neighbouring and overseas countries. South Africa was therefore
appointed by the African Union (AU) to mediate in the Zimbabwean crisis.
Both Presidents Thabo Mbeki and Jacob Zuma shuttled between Pretoria
and Harare ostensibly to build bridges between the warring parties in
Zimbabwe. The paper attempts to highlight the achievements of South
Africa‘s mediation role in Zimbabwe and the constraints which
undermined the mediation process. Growing calls internally and globally
that Zimbabwe‘s 2018 General Elections should be run by either Southern
African Development Community( SADC) or United Nations (UN) to
prevent a disputed election result vindicate the paper‘s argument that
South Africa‘s mediation effort did not get to the core of the Zimbabwean
crisis.
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„LIFE IS THE DEVIL THESE DAYS, BUT WE STILL CAN SMILE‟: RECONSTRUCTING HISTORICAL NARRATIVE AND MEANING
THROUGH PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE
Dr K Horn - Stellenbosch University
Keywords:
World War II, Tobruk, prisoner-of-war, narrative
Abstract:
When referring to soldiers of World War I, Hew Strachan states that these
men shared a ‗secret‘ because the language with which to express their
experience was found to be inadequate and ‗unstable‘. The significance
of the war, in terms of the actual lived experience, therefore remains a
mystery to some extent. With regard to World War II, the same difficulties
confront historians who aim to relate war experiences through the eyes of
the participants. As the numbers of veterans diminish, historians
increasingly depend on a small selection of personal narratives in the
form of memoirs, letters and diaries. How do we reveal the ‗secret‘ when
we are forced to infer, as is often the case with personal correspondence,
or when we must sift the sentiment from the concrete, as is often the case
with memoirs? This paper evaluates one such narrative form, that of
personal correspondence, in an effort to determine the extent to which
meaning and significance may be generated through present-day

interpretation. The letters were written by Lieutenant Derrick Norton of the
Natal Carbineers. He is mentioned briefly in Ambrose Brown‘s book The
War of a Hundred Days, and in a recent MA thesis by Gustav Benz. In
both cases his involvement in the ‗white flag incident‘ in February 1941
during the East African Campaign is highlighted. However, Derrick Norton
also saw the capture of thousands of Italian prisoners-of-war, became
prisoner himself, and maintained a fragile friendship with his future wife.
In short, there was more to him than the white flag incident and if not for
access to his personal correspondence, his war-time experiences would
have remained unknown. However, to what extent can the interpretation
of his letters contribute to the creation of historical meaning and
significance?
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HISTORICAL USE OF THERMAL SPRING WATER
Ms CZ Jonker - University of South Africa
Keywords:
thermal springs, water, historical use, balneology
Abstract:
Thermal water of specific chemical composition is globally applied for
medical treatment. The curative efficacy is linked to the characteristic
properties of the water such as temperature as well as the minerals
dissolved in it. Some of these waters, used internally or externally as
baths, have a specific action in the prevention and treatment of disease
such as rheumatism, psoriasis or hypertension. On the African continent,
South Africa is one of the countries rich in thermal springs (Tshibalo,

2012). South Africa has more than 75 thermal springs, mostly developed
into leisure resorts (Boekstein, 1998). Although the water was used in the
past, traditionally for cure, our bathhouses were abandoned and the art
and science of balneology or the use of thermal waters as medicine is
presently rarely practiced. This paper focus on the historical use of the
South African thermal spring waters as cure of various diseases.
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PROPHETIC CHURCH LEADERSHIP IN KENYA'S DEMOCRATIZATION PROCESS BETWEEN 1986 AND 2002:
A CASE STUDY OF THE MOST REV. DAVID MUKUVA GITARI
Dr SM Joshua & Mr SA Kapinde - Pwani University
Keywords:
Gitari, Democratization, Multi-party, Social transformation, Church, Clergy
Abstract:
The article set to investigate the contribution of the late Anglican
Archbishop David Gitari towards Kenya‘s democratization process
between 1986 and 2002. Relying on oral interviews and archival
collections, it singles David Gitari as a case study of ‗prophetic church
leadership‘ in Kenya. Using a historical perspective and applying
liberation theology, paralleled by Gustavo Gutierez of Latin America and
Archbishop Desmond Tutu of South African, the article examines the
works of Gitari and with particular focus on his contributions to socio-

economic and political empowerment in the wider context of social
transformation. It contests that Gitari was significant in opening space for
overt resistance at a time when the Kenya Africa National Union (KANU)
government had censored nearly everyone with an exception of the
clergy. It is this privileged position of the church that Gitari with a few
clergymen such as Henry Okullu, Timothy Njoya, Ndingi Mwana Nzeki
and Alexander Muge exploited to break the ground for public defiance as
witnessed in 1980s.
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DRESS AS A POLITICAL TOOL IN POST-COLONIAL MALAWI, 1964-1994
Ms CT Kamba - Livingstonia University
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Abstract:
This study seeks to examine ways in which dress was used as a tool for
articulating and consolidating political power in Malawi from 1964 to 1994.
It begins with an analysis of Banda and the Malawi Congress Party‘s early
campaigns to end dress problems through rhetoric and the Decency
Dress Act of 1973. Thereafter, it demonstrates how the MCP party cadre
uniforms were utilised by government to strengthen its political mileage.
This however did not go unchallenged by the masses. Some expatriates
and senior government officials used their positions to dissuade Banda
from legislating for a dress code. Women and youths continued to put on

the banned dress to demonstrate their anger and resistance over the Act.
University of Malawi students openly demonstrated. Women who were
forced to wear party uniforms hid in their houses to avoid political rallies.
Until 1993, this resistance did little to challenge government dress
controls. This was due to climate of terror which the government created
in the country. Most of those that dared to challenge the government were
subjected to political torture and punishment.
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A CLASH OF MILITARY DOCTRINE: BRIGADIER-GENERAL WILFRID MALLESON AND THE SOUTH AFRICANS AT SALAITA HILL,
FEBRUARY 1916
Major DB Katz - Stellenbosch University
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Abstract:
Brigadier-General Wilfrid Malleson (1866–1946) was commissioned into
the Royal Artillery in 1886 and transferred to the Indian Army in 1904. He
was relatively inexperienced in combat having served on the staff of Field
Marshal Kitchener as part of the British military mission to Afghanistan.
Malleson was later transferred to East Africa and placed in charge of the
2nd South African Division for the ill-fated attack on Salaita Hill. This was
the first occasion, since the formation of the Union Defence Force (UDF)
in 1912, where a British officer commanded South African troops in battle,
and with disastrous consequences. There were deep underlying reasons
behind the fledgling UDF‘s first defeat at the hands of the veteran
Germans commanded by the wily Colonel Paul von Lettow-Vorbeck
(1870-1964). Malleson‘s lack of combat experience was an important
factor in the defeat, but more importantly, the uninspired plan of attack
doomed the UDF to failure. The plan of attack was the product of an age-

old British doctrine, inculcated in Malleson, which favoured frontal
assaults and believed that elan, esprit de corps and superior morale could
gain the ascendency over an enemy‘s defensive firepower. The UDF, its
doctrinal roots being an amalgamation of Boer, Colonial and British
systems, had a distinctly different way of war. The UDF favoured a war of
manoeuvre and using the mobility of its mounted infantry preferred to
outflank or envelope an enemy rather than become involved in a costly
frontal assault. The UDF, as demonstrated in their highly successful
campaign in German South West Africa, manoeuvred in order to fight
while the British, tied into their large logistic needs, fought in order to
manoeuvre. This paper seeks to highlight the clash of doctrine by using
Malleson and Salaita Hill as a lens, thereby tracing the doctrinal
development of the UDF.
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“MODERNISING AFRIKANER LIVELIHOOD ON THE WITWATERSRAND” - THE ROLE OF RAU IN THIS MODERNISING DRIVE – 19551975
Mr JN Klee - University of Johannesburg
Keywords:
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Abstract:
Education, more specifically tertiary education, as a mechanism for
political, economic and social advancement has always been an
important component in the educational history of the white Afrikaansspeaker (Afrikaner) in South Africa. Tertiary education in the 1950s to
1970s in South Africa was identified by many white Afrikaans-speaking
leaders as an important ―survival tool‖ for the white Afrikaans-speaker.
This tool to ―survive‖ would later develop in to a tool to modernise, a
development in which it was envision RAU would play an important role
since the late 1960s especially on the Witwatersrand. RAU as an

envisioned ―centrepiece of education‖ characterised by its strong
Christian values and education in the mother-tongue would not only
contribute to the perceived ―survival‖ of the white Afrikaans-speaker on
the Witwatersrand but it would also modernise this group. RAU therefore
had to play a key role on the Witwatersrand in modernising Afrikaner
livelihood. This paper therefore will endeavour to critically review whether
the establishment of RAU indeed succeeded in positioning itself as an
institution which would play and active role in modernising Afrikaner
livelihood on the Witwatersrand in the period 1955-1975.
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BRIGADIER GENERAL J.J. COLLYER AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNION DEFENCE FORCE, 1910 - 1920
Mr EP Kleynhans - Stellenbosch University
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Abstract:
John Johnston (Jack) Collyer (1870-1941) began his military career with
the Cape Mounted Riflemen and saw operational deployments during
both the South Africa War (1899-1902), as well as the two African
campaigns of the First World War (1914-1918). Collyer had gained
valuable military and organisational experience throughout his fifty years
of military service in Africa, and was considered to be highly talented,
well-trained, and above-all, battle-hardened. After the unification of South
Africa in 1910, the Minister of Defence, Jan Smuts, selected Collyer to
help him in the creation of a modern defence force based on western

norms. As such Collyer played a vital part in the drawing up of the South
African Defence Act and the formation of the Union Defence Force (UDF)
during 1910-1912. Collyer served as the chief staff officer to both Louis
Botha and Jan Smuts during African campaigns of the First World War,
whereafter he assumed the post of adjutant-general (1915-1919) and
chief of the general staff of the UDF (1917-1920). This paper will use
Collyer‘s career as a lens through which to view the military and
organisational development of the UDF during its formative years.
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„AM I MY BROTHER‟S KEEPER?‟ THE FAMILIALITY OF RACIAL PATERNALISM IN THE WESTERN CAPE, C. 1910
Dr L Koorts - University of the Free State
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Abstract:
In September 1910, the minister of the Dutch Reformed parish of
Montagu addressed his wine producing congregation on a matter of
utmost concern: drunkenness among the town‘s coloured inhabitants was
on the increase, and he was convinced it was due to the proliferation of
canteens. The Local Option law determined that white voters could
petition for the establishment – or shuttering – of canteens. Clearly, his
flock was opting for the former. The minister, himself the son of a wine
farmer, did not condemn the production of wine, or the infamous dop
system – the practice of giving farm workers wine as part of their rations.
He did not repeat the arguments of international temperance
organisations, which had failed to attract Afrikaners. Instead, recounting
the biblical tale of Cain and Abel, he told his flock that they were their
coloured brothers‘ keepers: their power to curb the temptation presented

by canteens gave them a responsibility to aid the battered souls of their
coloured brethren, for whom Christ had shed his blood. In the context of
South Africa‘s racial hierarchy, this simultaneous expression of
paternalism and Christian brotherhood is fascinating in itself. What makes
this sermon even more interesting is the identity of the minister in
question: DF Malan, the man who would lead the Afrikaner nationalist
movement in the 20th century and who, in 1948, instituted the policy of
apartheid. This paper seeks to use his sermon as an entry point into
understanding some of the intricacies of race relations between
Afrikaners and coloureds in the early-20th century Western Cape, and its
role in the promotion of a localised form of temperance.
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OPEN-ACCESS MEMORY? AFRICAN INTERLOCUTORS‟ NOSTALGIA FOR A PRECOLONIAL PAST AS DIGITISED IN THE
HOFFMANN COLLECTION OF CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE
Prof L Kriel - University of Pretoria
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Abstract:
In this paper I introduce the recently digitised Hoffmann Collection of
Cultural Knowledge, which is accompanied by an annotated source book
(Brill, 2015) of northern-Sotho-recorded oral art (custom, history, folklore)
predominantly from the Mmamabolo region in Limpopo Province, South
Africa. My responsibility in the Hoffmann project, which had been
coordinated by Dr Annekie Joubert of the Centre for African Studies at the
Humboldt University in Berlin, was to set the missionary-made
ethnographies in a historical context. While considering the effect which
the digitising of the archival material might have on users of the database,

I was struck by the parallel between a historian‘s nostalgia for a pre-digital
age and the African interlocutors‘ nostalgia for a precolonial past, finding
therein a compelling argument why the Hoffmann Collection is important.
What do the scanned versions of maps, illustrations, photographs, field
notes, memoranda and letters render visible? Our attempts to understand
the past encounters in Africa is inevitably entangled in the history of the
media employed for its archiving; a palimpsest of capturing practices and
practices having been captured.
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THE COMING WORLD MOTHER”: A HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DYNAMICS OF THE CHANGING AFRIKANER GODHEAD OF
JOHANNA BRANDT VAN WARMELO, 1876-1964
Ms A La Grange - North-West University
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Abstract:
One of the surprising things surrounding women‘s history are some of the
silences or half-truths that still exist even after more that thirty years‘
pioneering work and specializing in women‘s and gender history
throughout the academic spectrum. The reasons behind this in the case
of Afrikaner women have already been pointed out in various scholarly
works. Therefore nothing keeps feminist historians from continuing the
work of writing herstory through historical curiosity towards the many
histories of Afrikaner women still to be written in a multi-dimensional way.
One such history is the story of Johanna Brandt van Warmelo.
No total picture of Brandt can be given in one paper. Therefore this paper
focuses on a specific aspect of her life. Brandt‘s spiritual experiences had
a most profound impact on her life. To take this woman seriously I am of
the opinion that an analysis of her more spiritual nature will give true
insight into her nature as both a contemporary and historical subject. As
part of the herstory surprise, Brandt left behind an extensive paper trail.
This paper sets out to historically explore the dynamics of Johanna
Brandt‘s religious development with the aim to specifically evaluate the
reasons behind her change towards a feminine godhead in a time where

the Afrikaner hetero-patriarchy already firmly established both the church
and the Afrikaner godhead as extremely masculine in nature. Brandt‘s
convictions in later life are all the more interesting given that she was
educated at the Huguenot Seminary and both her father and husband
were Reformed ministers of the Afrikaner churches. Not only are the
reasons behind her changing ideas explored, but also the content of her
prophetic and religious writings which has been almost completely
neglected in the available historiography of South African women and
Afrikaner women. This is done within the context of historical and
personal factors that influenced the changing nature of Brandt‘s religious
convictions.
As such it is necessary to first familiarise the reader with her godhead as
revealed in her prophetic and religious writings. Subsequently the
dynamics of this image are explored through evaluating her religious
development historically. This also includes identifying and evaluating the
several factors and reasons that may have influenced her religious
development. This study concludes with a critical feminist evaluation of
Johanna Brandt‘s changing godhead.
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Abstract:
Established in 1897, Sophiatown was a multicultural suburb unique in its
era, it contradicted the purpose of the apartheid laws established by the
Afrikaner government, which advocated separateness. Sophiatown was a
multiracial society consisting of Black, Chinese, Indian, Coloured and to a
lesser extent White people.
As a result, Sophiatown was declared a slum because the apartheid
government wanted to separate the races, and its inhabitants were
forcefully removed from the suburb from 1955 until the 1960s. In doing so,
the apartheid government allocated the Black former residents of
Sophiatown housing in Meadowlands, Soweto but failed to do the same
for Indian, Coloured and Chinese people of Sophiatown. Indian families
were temporarily and ‗forcefully‘ moved to a Military Base in Lenasia
(Ammunition Depot 91) where they lived in the same premises with
soldiers. Coloured and Chinese people were relocated to what is known
today as Westbury, a township not far from Westdene.
The history of Blacks in Sophiatown as well as their lives in the township
of Meadowlands has been exhausted. On the contrary, the history of

Indian families of Sophiatown and the military base is untold and sidelined
by academia, as evident in the lack of research addressing Indian people
and their temporary lodging in the military base. To fill this void, the paper
investigates and presents the life histories and experiences of Indian
families who previously resided in the freehold suburb and the military
base. By doing so, the history of both adults and children is not only
articulated and expressed, but this paper also investigates the socioeconomic impact of the forced removals on Indian people, which began in
1955 ending in 1962. The paper also makes plausible the unknown, harsh
and undesirable living conditions experienced by Indian people forced to
live in the military base. The paper further interrogates the impact of
forced removals on employment, family relations, business, education,
socialisation, adaptation, and transportation. In addition, the paper is
fundamental in addressing and illuminating the governments
inadequacies to allocate adequate accommodation for Indian people
solely due to the large focus been on Black people. To achieve this aim,
oral interviews have been pivotal as the main source of tracing the holistic
experiences of Indian people affected by forced removals.
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HE WHO PAYS THE PIPER HAS THE RIGHT TO CALL THE TUNE?‟ ADMINISTRATION, REPRESENTATION AND TAXATION IN
SOUTHERN RHODESIA, 1898-1923
Mr T Madimu - Rhodes University
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Abstract text:
A body of scholarly work exists on how Southern Rhodesia attained
Responsible Government in 1923. Literature on the subject has covered
aspects on the voting pattern in the 1922 referendum and South Africa‘s
interest in incorporating Southern Rhodesia into the Union. Other
historians have chronicled this phase of the country‘s history by focusing
on the political careers of prominent figures in the fight for Responsible
Government in Southern Rhodesia. This study contributes to this existing
historiography by tracing settler discontent with the BSAC administration
in Southern Rhodesia during the period of Company administration. It
argues that, apart from clamouring for changes in the administrative
system as presented by M. E. Lee, there was an ever-growing desire by
the elected members of the Legislative Council to have administrative

power ceded to representatives of the tax paying settlers by the BSAC.
Settlers had been granted representation in the Council in 1898 and by
1913 they had majority representation. This was, however, not
complemented by administrative power and therefore failed to placate the
settlers. They contributed to the country‘s revenue and there were
indications that the Company administration would bequeath to the
succeeding settler government (after expiry of the Charter) a debt of past
expenditure. Elected members thus continuously demanded an influential
administrative role as shall be demonstrated by this paper. It challenges
M. Moore‘s contention on the prominence of taxation issues on the
political agendas of southern countries.
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ENHANCING ORPHAN WELLNESS THROUGH UBUNTU: THE CASE OF MASVINGO ORPHANS IN ZIMBABWE
Dr R Mafumbate - University of South Africa
Keywords:
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Abstract:
This paper will discuss how extended family heads are employing the
Ubuntu principle to empower orphans with coping skills, thereby,
enhancing wellness of orphans. The paper is based on a generative
qualitative research approach and a naturalistic ethnographic research
design conducted over a period of one and half years. Data was gathered
through interviews, questionnaires and observations from 10 purposively
sampled orphans and 5 extended family heads in Masvingo, Zimbabwe.
This paper established that extended family heads are engaging learners
into gardening activities; story-telling; question and answer technique;
playing traditional games like ―nhodo‖ and ―pada‖; selling sweets,

vegetables and also popcorn; poultry and also giving them time to play
with friends. All these activities are being employed as a form of
enhancing orphans‘ intellectual, social, physical, emotional career and
spiritual wellness. Orphans are given supportive relationship by extended
family heads providing a buffer from stress that might otherwise be toxic.
The study also established that orphans in Masvingo are being groomed
within their skills of specialization and interest to minimize a mismatch in
the labour market.
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CONTESTING SPACE AND IDENTITY: URBAN YOUTH DRESS IN BLANTYRE, MALAWI 1964-1990
Mrs R Mandala-Kalua - Chancellor College, University of Malawi
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Abstract:
Urban youth‘s aspirations to embrace urban and cosmopolitan identities
in post-independence Malawi conflicted with the nationalists‘ project of
creating a national identity. Therefore, there followed contestations
between the state and society on one hand and urban youth on the other,
with the bodies of youth as sites. Drawing on ideas in cultural geography,
and an analysis of newspapers, archival sources and oral interviews, this
study examines the contestations over urban youth dress between 1964
and 1994. It argues that these contestations seemingly about dress were
in fact struggles over identity and control of the urban space. Therefore,
identity and space are sites of power struggles. The study also offers

insight on the benefits of employing interdisciplinary approaches in
understanding the Southern African past. In this regard, collaboration
between history and geography served to broaden the perspective
essential in understanding the Malawian past. In view of identities as a
contentious issue in post-colonial Africa, the study provokes the
discussion on whether the question of fixed identities need arise in this
era of globalisation and increased cultural interaction. Broadly the study
contributes to the historiography of urban cultures.
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TEACHING CO-EXISTANCE VALUES ACROSS THE LANGUAGES THROUGH IDIOMS AND PROVERBS WITH THE HELP OF VISUAL
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Abstract:
The thrust of the paper is about how teaching of democratic values across
the languages can be made easier to understand using visuals aids.
Visual aids are many and varied as for example the pictures, models,
charts, maps, videos, slides, drawings, books, cartoons, blackboard,
newspapers, real objects and many more. In this paper we concentrated
on pictures and online-videos to drive our point home. This paper is
mainly a conceptual exposition which is largely based on data collected
from the outcomes of different literary sources like: research studies,
online-videos, internet coverages and our own views as experienced
educators. The content analysis and hermeneutics methods based on the
qualitative approach were used to source data pertinent to the research
objectives. From the consulted literature it was found out that: visual aids
arouse, motive and grab the interest of the students and also strengthen

their analytical and critical capacity to understand the deeper and broader
meaning a language conveys. The underlying principle is that: in normal
day to day living our learning is based on the following modes: 3% taste,
3% smell, 6% touch, 13% hearing and 75% seeing. Visual aids make
learning more permanent and also make learning easier by clarifying
material being taught because a picture is worth a thousand words. In
conclusion, our findings are: visual aids help students understand and
remember concepts more easily, they involve students in the lesson by
reducing the teacher‘s talking time, they constitutes a frame-of-reference
the teacher can always refer back to, they make the class more dynamic
and fun. Finally, visual aids can be effective in reaching larger groups of
students.
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Abstract:
Like any other African cultural practices in South Africa or Africa,
storytelling suffered setbacks during the time of colonialisation and
apartheid. However a number of storytelling NGOs has recently been
formed and storytelling events suddenly take place each year countrywide.
In these organisations, individuals‘ cultural and political
aspirations, and government interests compete for a space for
articulation. That is, founders formed these storytelling organisations
informed by their passion to develop the art and articulate social concerns
through storytelling. However in order for them to realise their goals

financial resources remain a primary requirement. And it is predominantly
the State that provides financial support for the creative industries like
storytelling. The purpose of this article is therefore to provide an historical
overview of South African storytelling NGOs, their relationship with the
broader post 1994 nation building imperatives. The primary focus is on
those that arose between 1990 and 2010, the post-apartheid dispensation
in South Africa, herein their role is investigated; how they have shaped
the art of storytelling and how storytelling has repositioned itself in the
modern context.
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“THE ROOT OF ALL EVIL”:
CASH BOOM, TRADER MISFEASANCE AND POVERTY IN WORLD WAR II BECHUANALAND PROTECTORATE
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Abstract:
Economic Anthropologists have variously defined cash as an oxymoron;
that while it has intrinsic value, it is at the same time highly symbolic.
Such ambivalence of cash in World War II Bechuanaland emanated from
the fact that the majority of it came as remittances, and remittances are
supposed to constitute a gift; the symbolic, personal and relationships
affirming money. Yet the impersonal, calculative and dehumanizing
aspect of money overshadowed its social side. The Batswana first
encountered cash money earlier in the 19th century when the expansion of
mining in South Africa attracted Tswana labour. But at the time migration
was fairly modest leading to only small amounts of cash entering the
country. In contrast, the surge of the remittance economy from the late
1930s meant that the war years became a time of ‗financial boom‘ for the

Protectorate, particularly due to the compulsory remission of part of the
salaries of Tswana men serving in the war to their dependents back
home. This paper mines the extant war records at the Botswana National
Archives to chart a history of the oxymoron that is cash during WWII
Bechuanaland Protectorate. It argues that despite playing a profound role
in weaving social relationships between war recruits, their rural kin and
European traders, the impersonal side of cash indiscriminately exposed
recipients of remittances to the underhandedness of traders as pre-war
prices of commodities unduly increased. This dramatic increase in the
prices of commodities exposed many households and individuals to
poverty in the midst of a cash boom.
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FROM PARLIAMENT TO PRINT – REVISITING THE BANTU EDUCATION ACT (1953)
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Abstract:
Various political parties, civil rights groups, ministerial spokespeople and
columnists support the view that one of South Africa's leading challenges
is overcoming the scarring legacy that the Bantu Education Act of 1953
left on the face of the country. In the light of this a need arises to revisit
the position and place of Bantu Education in the current contested
interpretation of its legacy.
It is apparent from the vast literature on this topic that academics are not
in agreement about whether or not the 1953 education legislation was the
watershed moment for ensuring a cheap labour force. On the one hand it
would seem that the general consensus is that 1953 was indeed a turning
point in this regard – thus a largely ‗traditional‘ view. However, on the
other hand, another school of thought becomes apparent, which states

that securing a cheap, unskilled labour force was already on the agenda
of the white electorate preceding the formalisation of the Bantu Education
Act (1953). This latter school of academics propose that their theory be
coined a ―Marxist‖ one.
In examining these two platforms of understanding (traditional and
Marxist) regarding Bantu Education the aim of this study is two-fold. First,
to contextualise these two stances historically; and second to examine the
varying approaches regarding the rationalisation behind Bantu Education
by testing these against the rationale apparent in the architects of the
Bantu Education system. This includes analysing primary sources in the
form of parliamentary debates and contemporary newspaper articles.
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Abstract:
The article pieces together the history of Noordgesig, from the late 1930s
to the early 1950s. It provides insight into what government and nongovernmental actors thought about the ‗Class D coloureds‘ to be housed
in the township. The various class distinctions used at the establishment
of the township to decide who could reside there included, for instance,
those classified as ‗near native‘, ‗families of mixed race as cannot be
classified as either coloured or native‘ or racially mixed coloureds. This
complex politics of identification was complicated by ideals of racial
proximity governing the relationship of Noordgesigs‘ ‗Class D coloureds‘
to the black township Orlando. Ultimately, these types of distinctions

based on class, race and colour justified the placement of Noordgesig
next to Orlando that also had long lasting implications for both the state
and inhabitants. The perceived differences in the type of coloured people
Noordgesig housed influenced the creation of a unique identity
experience there which problematizes the grand narrative of coloured
identity largely based on experiences from the Cape region. Moreover,
this is the first academic study of a coloured township of Johannesburg in
recent years and the first time Noordgesig is included into the historical
analysis of Soweto.
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BAD CHIEFS, GOOD CHIEFS: INHERITED LEADERSHIP (BOGOSI) AMONG THE TSWANA BEFORE 1885
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Abstract:
Standard interpretations of inherited leadership (bogosi) among the varied
Tswana-speaking peoples, undertaken in the mid-colonial era by Isaac
Schapera, and followed by more recent scholars, have been pre-occupied
with the constitutional restrictions and obligations of this office and its
rules of succession. This framework has served also as a generic
characterisation of pre-colonial bogosi, suggesting continuity over time.
An examination of the pre-colonial period, which this paper has
undertaken with a purview commencing with the mid-18th century,
suggests otherwise. Rather than an institution that esteemed sharing,
accountability, service, and even-handedness, bogosi in earlier times was
heavily tilted toward fighting, raiding, and authoritarian acts. The levels of
violence and heavy-handedness is reflected by high mortality rates
among inherited leaders (dikgosi), mostly in battles and at the hand of

assassins. Such was the case among the many Tswana-speaking entities
or clusters in the eastern, southern and western regions, until the Pedi,
Kololo, Ndebele, and Trekkers arrived in train. After 1840, a period of
uneven recovery commenced, and surviving dikgosi turned to alliances of
varying sorts to revive their authority. The nature of bogosi as understood
by Schapera and others who have followed his assessment, took shape
much later, after the 1880s, that is, at the point when colonial structures
legitimized individual dikgosi and accorded them a governing role in the
Bechuanaland Protectorate. Most likely, notions of the dikgosi‘s powers
and obligations that cast bogosi as a repository of civic virtues, are
colonial phenomena and certainly of little help in explaining the realities
faced by Tswana leaders at previous times and in varying circumstances.
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Abstract:
Dr. Paul-Lenert Breutz was a state ethnologist in the Department of
Native Affairs (later Bantu Administration and Development) between
1948 and 1977, during which he authored nine volumes of the ―tribe
series‖ on South Africa‘s Tswana-speaking communities, among
numerous other, less well-known, publications.
The oral histories
imbedded in Breutz‘s tribe series have served as a major source for
scholars reconstructing and interpreting 18th- and 19th-century Tswana
past. Largely unexamined in the meantime are the methods used by
Breutz to compile this record, much less his background, thinking, and
professional training.
As a German ex-Nazi serving in the apartheid
administration, in particular the ministry led on his arrival by Hendrik
Verwoerd, it is no surprise that Breutz‘s views of the world, and of
Africans in particular, were shaped and influenced by racial theory

emanating from Europe. Such views, including anti-Semitism, remained
with him his entire life. The irony, as this paper will argue, is that his oral
histories have stood up to close scrutiny by scholars and remain essential
to the exploration of the Tswana past. Though his mind was skewed by
racism, Breutz‘s craft of recording the past was systematic, based on
knowledgeable informants interviewed by himself (he was a fluent
Tswana-speaker), and shaped heavily by the ethnological and language
tradition of the Hamburg school, where he completed his doctoral studies.
Dr. Breutz, in other words, was foremost a collector of antiquarian
information. Where scholars will find him wanting is not in his oral
histories, rather Breutz‘s often flawed interpretation of what he had
carefully observed and recorded.
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Abstract text:
In this paper I examine connections among colonial land and segregation
policies, environmental change, conservationist policies, and conflicts
over land in northeastern Zimbabwe. Historians of Southern Africa have
long understood that colonial land and apartheid policies deprived
indigenous populations of their land, noting that this led to overpopulation,
loss of soil fertility and declining agricultural yields in the reservations
created for Africans by the region‘s colonial regimes. The nexus between
dispossession and threatened livelihoods, argued this scholarship,
informed relations between colonial Southern Africa‘s European settlers
(and rulers) and the indigenous populations. I stretch the analysis of
segregation, environmental change and social relations beyond race. I
argue that land dispossession, environmental change and concerns over

environmental degradation not only fed into the racialized politics of land,
justifying both the eviction of Africans from white farms and state
intervention in African agriculture, but also profoundly affected local social
relations and access to land among the indigenous populations at the
household and community level. Concerns with environmental change
and the implementation of colonial measures meant to address its impact
coincided with the eviction of thousands of Africans from lands set aside
for white settlement under the country‘s segregationist law, the Land
Apportionment Act, passed in 1930. The ensuing massive displacement
of Africans from settler farms in the 1940s and 1950s not only deprived
the indigenous peoples of their land, but also led to tensions in the
already overpopulated reserves where the colonial state dumped them.
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„BETWEEN BADGE AND BADGER IS ONLY A QUESTION OF DEGREE‟: POLICING THE COLOURED COMMUNITY ON THE
WITWATERSRAND, 1886-1899
Dr CH Muller - University of the Free State
Keywords:
Policing, South African Republic, Race, Class, Colonialism, South African Republic Police, Coloured Community, Pass Laws, Witwatersrand, nineteenthcentury

Abstract:
Colonial policing is inextricably linked to race and class ideology. It is
generally held that colonial police forces entrenched and enforced the
settlers‘ social order on subjected indigenous populations.
In the South African context, colonial policing extended its tentacles
beyond the control and subjugation of only Africans. There was a clear
legal separation between white and black in the South African Republic
(ZAR) during the nineteenth-century.
This paper focuses specifically then on the policing of the pass laws as
enforced on the Coloured Community on the Witwatersrand during the
period 1886 to 1899.
Michael Brogden (1989) states the pass system is ‗the central edifice of
police power and critical to the construction of policing‘. He argues the
policing of this community specifically afforded the South African Republic
Police (Zarps) ‗near-unlimited inquisitorial power to act against those
none-Afrikaners who incurred their personal displeasure or, as a
collective, threatened the sovereignty of the Transvaal government‘.

Indeed the policing of British Cape Coloured ‗subjects‘ became one of the
more important diplomatic disputes between Pretoria and London in the
run-up to the South African War.
There is plenty of evidence supporting claims that the Coloured
Community suffered grave discrimination at the hands of the authorities
during this period.
Yet, this paper argues the policing of pass laws was more complex and
nuanced than simply a mere mechanism to exploit and enforce racial and
class-based prejudice.
It will argue that the Zarps did not have ‗near-unlimited‘ power at any time
before the South African War, to without consequence, control and
regulate the movement of the Coloured Community.
By contextualising some of the peculiarities surrounding issues of race
and class at the time, the paper will cast new light on our understanding
of colonial policing.
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WRITING GENDER ON “SWEET” HYDROPOLITICS: COMMERCIAL SUGAR PRODUCTION ON THE LOWER USUTHU SMALLHOLDER
IRRIGATION PROJECT, 2006- 2015
Dr E Musiiwa - University of Swaziland
Keywords:
Hydropolitics; Gender; Lower Usuthu Smallholder Irrigation Project; Sugar
Abstract:
This study explores the grassroots gendered hydropolitics of commercial
sugar production on the Lower Usuthu Irrigation project (LUSIP) in
Swaziland which is located in the drier part of the western lowveld of
Swaziland. The LUSIP project is divided into two, namely the Lubovane
Block in Phase I with 6500 ha of irrigated agriculture, and the Matata
block in Phase II (to be completed in 2015) with 5000 ha of the project.
Phase I consists of seven chiefdoms which accommodate 13 Farmer
Companies in the Madlenya and Ngcamphalala chiefdoms which have
been fully developed and have started receiving dividends from the first
sugarcane crop. The study will focus on the Madlenya Chiefdom in Phase
I. The Madlenya Chiefdom consists of seven Farmer Companies. The
Komati Basin Water Authority (KOBWA), an interstate project between
Swaziland and South Africa, was designed with the sole aim of reducing

poverty and unemployment through commercial irrigation farming and
other entrepreneurial projects. The people who were relocated from the
Lubovane Dam site on the High Veld of the Usuthu River were settled in
the Usuthu River basin. Commercial sugar production was the major
agricultural activity under the Komati Downstream Development Project
(KDDP). The first objective of the study is to explore the gendered
hydropolitics of sugar production, with a focus on how men and women
accessed land, land water, labour and marketing facilities. The second
objective is to analyse the impact of sugar production on the KDDP
communities. The study marks a shift from interstate hydropolitics by
paying attention to the subtle nuances of communal hydropolitical
encounters from a gendered perspective.
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POLICING THE PEOPLE: CIVILIAN RESISTANCE STRATEGIESTO SECURITY SECTOR HEGEMONY IN ZIMBABWE, 1997 -2008
Dr W Mwatwara & Mr I Dande - University of Zimbabwe
Keywords:
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Abstract:
In Zimbabwe, Section 37 of the Public Order and Security Act (POSA)
provides that the Commissioner of Police can request the assistance of
the Defence Forces for the purpose of suppressing any civil commotion or
disturbance in any police district. Given that the army has been deployed
on police duties under this arrangement, it is not surprising that the
Zimbabwean crisis historiography is replete with scholarly analyses
detailing how opposition supporters (perceived or real) have been at the
receiving end of brutal tactics including torture and murder by the army.
More specifically there have been analyses that examine the militarisation
of the state and yet little has been done towards exposing in a more
nuanced way the way ordinary people have dealt with the army whenever

it has been deployed amongst civilian populations. In light of these
lacunae, this study explores, in the wider political contest involving Zanu
Pf and numeral opposition political groups, how the army was deployed
for police duties and the ramifications that this has had on the ordinary
people. It examines whether the police can hand over suspects to army
intelligence, how army officials acquitted their police duties and whether
this arrangement created a peaceable environment for the ordinary
person. In doing this, the study utilises issues arising from court
judgements in which the army was sued by individuals tortured or
harassed by army officials.
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“PIE-CRUST PROMISES”- SHORTAGES AND FOOD CONTROL IN THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA DURING THE SECOND WORLD
WAR
Ms Y Naude - University of Zululand
Keywords:
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Abstract:
This paper will evaluate the influence of the Second World War on the
South African food position during the war years by studying a selection
of specific foodstuffs and their availability on domestic markets. Meat,
dairy, wheat and maize were in short supply to all households as the
conflict dragged on, with urban labouring classes and the rural poor
finding it increasingly difficult to obtain basic foodstuffs. Saddled with a
lukewarm war mandate from its divided white electorate, the Smuts
administration had to be mindful of the conflict becoming associated with
daily deprivation and in an effort to cultivate support for the war effort, little
to no austerity was advocated. The lack of an imposed early food control
campaign as part of the Union‘s war footing necessitated the
implementation of a haphazard system of rationing, in the form of a

speedily-improvised quota system for retailers. The steps taken by
regulatory agencies and the Union government with regard to the
shortage crisis will be discussed and assessed as well as the effect of
these policies on consumer opinion of the war effort. Specific focus is
placed on the meat scheme and its effects on the wartime social
atmosphere. As a useful case study, it clearly illustrates where
government policy was lacking and how the press reacted to the unequal
distribution which had become prevalent in the country during this phase
of the conflict. The impact of public opinion on the Government‘s
agricultural policy during the war is also assessed, and account is taken
of how it influenced the decision not to implement a formal system of
rationing, despite severe shortages.
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WRITING HISTORIES OF COLONIAL AFRICAN PATIENTS: ARCHIVES, ETHNOGRAPHIES AND THE VOICES OF THE SICK AND
DOMINATED
Dr G Ncube - University of Pretoria
Keywords:
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Abstract:
Patient historical studies are bedevilled by conceptual and methodological
challenges. Surviving archives of clinical encounters are essentially
records of clinicians‘ views, valuable mainly for tracing changes in clinical
practice than for extracting the patient‘s view. ‗Patient‘, as a concept is
also a clinical construction and ephemeral identity. The clinical
construction of the patient was even more pronounced in colonial
societies where the sick were both clinical and colonial subjects.
However, because the historical patient‘s perspective is now regarded as
a core feature of medical history from below, methods such as reading
against the dominant archival grain, text mining, and the collection of life

histories, have been used to reconstruct historical experiences of
sickness and quests for therapy. Adding to this list Ann L. Stoler‘s ‗along
the archival grain‘ approach, this paper uses as a think-piece a mix of
patient-related colonial archives, ethnographic studies, and oral
recollections, to refigure the experiences of patients from rural colonial
Zimbabwe. It illustrates that, with all these methods in the mix, attempting
to write a history of colonial patients is, perforce, a polyphonic and indirect
endeavour: it simultaneously addresses the archive, the concept of
patient-hood, and the diverse ontologies of health.
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RE-INVENTING THE BATTLE OF NCOME/ BLOOD RIVER: REFLECTIONS ON ITS CONTESTED HISTORICAL CONSCIOUSNESS AND
COMMEMORATIVE EVENTS
Mr DHD Ngobese - University of Zululand
Keywords:
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reconciliation
Abstract:
The commemoration of the war is dangerous. It may stir up deep rooted
emotions and reinforce ‗wrong‘ or ‗politically incorrect‘ perceptions. To
merely ignore or bypass negative aspect of the past will serve as injustice
to the historical consciousness of present society. This is the case with
the Battle of Ncome/ Blood River of 1838. In recent years, the prevailing
controversies concerning the existence of the heritage sites shattered
envisaged objectives as the symbol of unity, peace and reconciliation.
Despite this mushrooming expectation, the resisting and contested
historical consciousness at the site spear an unbearable mark after
twenty-one years of non racial, democratic South Africa. The emphasis of
these museums, Ncome and Blood River museums, as ‗contested terrain‘

has become increasingly salient over the past decade. This paper will
explore ethnographically how enduring notions of contestation may give
rise to disputes and intolerances. Historical interpretations and
interactions of racial groups in both historical sites especially December
16 commemorative events will be closely examined. Historical arguments
represented by scholars and visitors depicted what is prevailing at the
Ncome/Blood River heritage site became a foci of the debates.
Unrequited questions emanated from the above do pose threat to the
nation agenda in relation to nation- building and reconciliation. This paper
suggests number of mitigating factors that dichotomizing racial thinking of
the historical narration and striving to build a new nation.
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SA AS A ROLE MODEL FOR ZIMBABWE
Mrs N Nkomo - United College of Education
Dr S Hadebe - Public Policy Research Institute of Zimbabwe
Mrs C Dlamini - Solusi University
Keywords:
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Abstract:
In many ways than one, South Africa shares a lot in its history with
Zimbabwe. With two of some of its historical figures like Mzilikazi and
Rhodes having come from South Africa, the influence of the former
cannot be understated. Successive governments both colonial and postcolonial have maintained close relations. It is understandable, considering
the economic links between the two countries. The links are not just
economic and political but also socio-culturally.
The relations seem to go deeper to influence whereby South Africa
serves as a model in some way to Zimbabwe. This paper shall use the
National Peace and Reconciliation Commission, Chapter 14 of the
Constitution of Zimbabwe on local government and the Constitutional
provision on languages as the focal points where Zimbabweans seem to

be drawing from South African experience. South Africa had the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission which Zimbabweans seem to want to
draw from. It also recognized eleven languages as official and Zimbabwe
has officially recognized sixteen languages, and the devolved local
government is approximating the provincial system in South Africa.
The paper shall unpack the factors behind using South Africa as a model
and its implications on the development of institutions in Zimbabwe. It
shall further interrogate possible future trends in Zimbabwe-South Africa
relations as influenced by shared experiences. Will Zimbabwe continue to
willingly model on South Africa and the consequences of that politically,
economically and culturally.
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“IN THE PAST YOU WOULD TOIL IN THE FIELD TO GET SOMETHING, BUT NOW THINGS ARE DIFFERENT”.
THE DECLINE OF PEASANT COTTON AGRICULTURE IN ZIMBABWE SINCE LIBERALIZATION
Dr PS Nyambara & Dr G Hove - University of Zimbabwe
Keywords:
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Abstract:
This paper explores the changing dynamics in the production and
marketing of cotton in Zimbabwe since the early 1990s. Formerly known
as the ‗white gold‘ owing to the rich dividends it paid to African producers
from the colonial period through to the first decade of majority rule, cotton
production has become progressively less remunerative since the advent
of the Economic Structural Adjustment Programme in the early 1990s to
the recent economic meltdown that began at the turn of the millennium.
Hence, this paper examines the impact of ESAP on the livelihoods of
cotton producers in the country. It traces the decline of cotton production
in the country as a result of the adjustment of the economy which
preceded an acute political and socio-economic crisis in the country.
Other factors that account for the decline of peasant cotton production are
also examined. Focusing on the economic plight of producers, we argue

that the liberalization of the economy and the accompanying invasion of
foreign-manufactured clothing into the country endangered the livelihoods
of local cotton producers as the local clothing industry struggled to
compete with cheaper imports. Further, we posit that local cotton
producers were exposed to the vagaries of the capitalist and exploitative
international commodity system, a process which progressively weakened
their economic base. Hence, as was the case during the colonial period,
cotton production became a form of slavery as peasants found
themselves toiling for very little returns. This study contributes to the
growing body of knowledge on the impact of structural adjustment
programmes on African agricultural systems as well as the ongoing
debates on the role of the state in enhancing food security.
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RECONCILING LIBERATION AND LIBERTY?
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS‟ PERSPECTIVES REGARDING AN UNDERSTANDING OF RECONCILIATION IN SOUTH AFRICA
Dr M Oelofse - University of the Free State
Keywords:
Reconciliation, racism, TRC, self-conscious emotions, pride and shame, undergraduate UFS students, South Africa‘s reconciliation path
Abstract:
South Africa has passed a number of laws to give effect to its
constitutional goals of achieving equality, human dignity and the
advancement of human rights. By becoming a signatory to the
International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial
Discrimination on 10 December 1998, South Africa has shown itself to be
committed to reconciling its racially diverse population.
This process of reconciling the different races in the country was also
enhanced by setting up the South African Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC) in 1995. The TRC believed that the more truth is
revealed about the past, the greater the possibility of reconciliation taking
place.
Reconciliation consists of social rehabilitation and the willingness of
people from different ethnicities and race to cultivate trust in each other
and to live in harmony despite their differences.
Against this background, taking into account the recent racist remarks by
South Africans on different platforms of social media, the question
remains how are South Africans viewing the reconciliation path in this

country? How are they interpreting the meaning of reconciliation; and are
they displaying emotions of pride or shamefulness towards the process of
reconciliation?
To answer these questions the self-conscious emotions of pride and
shame is used to reflect on the present state of reconciliation in South
Africa in a case study using undergraduate registered History students at
the University of the Free State‘s (UFS) Bloemfontein campus. Selfconscious emotions, such as pride and shame are an important
contributing factor controlling and motivating people‘s moral judgement,
thoughts, feelings and social behaviour and interactions in socially
appropriate ways.
The paper will contextualise the concept of reconciliation, as well as pride
and shame. Then it will highlight the perceptions of these students on the
present state of reconciliation in South Africa; their expectations towards
the process; and the events that enhance a sense of pride or shame in
them as the young generation of the country when judging the country‘s
reconciliation path.
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THE NATIONALIST NATURE OF PROPAGANDA IN THE OSSEWA-BRANDWAG AND THE OFFICIAL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
MOVEMENT'S PROPAGANDA POLICY, 1939 TO 1954
Mr D Olivier - North-West University
Keywords:
Ox-wagon Sentinel (OB), Nationalism, Afrikaner-nationalism, propaganda, Cultural Movement, Nationalist-Socialist ideology, propaganda structure,
Afrikaner History, 20th century South African history
Abstract:
The Ossewa-Brandwag (OB; Ox-wagon Sentinel) was a unique Afrikaner
organization that adopted a National-Socialist ideology formed through
the atmosphere of prevailing ideologies of the late thirties and forties of
the twentieth century. Much has been done in connection with the
historiography of the organization, but with little to no focus on
propaganda as the lifeblood of the organization's Afrikaner-nationalist
pursuit. The purpose of this study is to determine the nature of
propaganda and its implications for promoting Afrikaner nationalism.
In this study prominent theories surrounding nationalism and propaganda
are used to gain insight into the use of the propaganda policy and the
nationalist pursuits of the OB. Among other things a connection is drawn
to ‗Krugerisme‘ as nationalist pursuit and ideology in the ‗volksbeweging‘
(movement of the nation), which sheds new light on OB ideology.

Accordingly, the manner of propaganda implementation is analysed within
the spectrum of the advancement of Afrikaner nationalism by making use
of a qualitative content analysis.
The study uses a large and diverse amount of primary material to analyse
the OB against the background of the organization's propaganda policy.
This is done in order to gain a broader perspective on OB propaganda
itself and also to confirm the objectives of propaganda in the organization.
From this insight it is determined whether the OB's propaganda
implementation was successful against the background of ideological
ideals. The conclusion, among others, is it was only partially successful
because the organization could keep up with changing world conditions
and failed in adjusting internal policy in accordance to external change.
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NON-FICTION IN FICTION: BRIDGING THE DISCIPLINARY DIVIDE
Miss SE Pretorius - University of Pretoria
Keywords:
History, literature, fiction, non-fiction, realism, poor whites, cultural history
Abstract:
Traditionally, historians have confined their research to primary sources
which were limited to official and unofficial documents housed in
repositories of governmental and private archives. More recently many
contemporary types of sources have emerged ranging from the tangible
to the intangible and from the visual to the oral. Fictional novels are
generally forgotten in this serious analysis, but have begun to gain
increased credibility. Although not historical statements, it will be argued
that the novels offer insights into the social and intellectual milieu in which
the writer lived and provide vivid descriptions of the setting as well. Many
of the events and characters featured in these stories are based on what

the authors experienced, witnessed or were told. They thus have a
realistic nature and give voice to recollections of what occurred or what
has gained acceptance in popular memory. These fictional sources can
be seen as forming part of what is referred to as a community or counterarchive. To date virtually no work has been done in South Africa to merge
this fictional material with non-fictional or academic research. To illustrate
the point examples of Afrikaans novels of the Realism school of the 1920s
and 1930s will be examined for the light they shed on the poor whites. It is
therefore the contention of this paper that novels may provide further
insight or even augment existing research.
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POW #12683: THE SOUTH AFRICAN LINK TO THE AFTERMATH OF THE KATYN FOREST MASSACRE
Dr C Rademeyer - Sol Plaatjie University
Keywords:
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Abstract:
The Katyn massacre refers to one of the few sites in Russia where more
than 21 000 Polish prisoners of war - military officers, policemen,
intellectuals and civilians- were killed by the Soviet secret police in early
1940. The Katyn Forest massacre took place near the Russian city of
Smolensk, a mere seven months after the Soviet invasion of Poland. After
recapturing the area around the Katyn forest, German forces discovered
the mass graves in March 1943. Most of the bodies were fully dressed in
military uniform; some were bound and all had pistol shots to the back of
their heads. As part of German attempts to ensure the outside world
understands that the NKVD, and not the Germans, were responsible for
this atrocity, eight English speaking prisoners of war were accompanied
to Katyn to examine the massacre site in May 1943. The POW group

consisted of four officers (two Americans, one from Britain and a South
African), three soldiers of lower rank and a British civilian. Due to various
reasons Lt. Col. Frank Parker Stevenson, of the South African Army, was
appointed as the Senior Officer of the investigation group. Stevenson
advised the rest of his group of POWs not to agree to any proposals
made by the Germans, but only to observe. On their return from Katyn at
least three of the POW officers, including Stevenson, wrote secret and
encoded reports which later formed an integral part of the Madden
Commission, which formally investigated the Katyn massacre in the early
1950s. Although playing a very limited role, Frank Stevenson is
entrenched in history books as the South African connection to ongoing
attempts toward unravelling the truth about the Katyn Forest massacre.
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THE INSTRUMENT OF AUTHORITY: THE NIGER RIVER AS PROPAGANDA IN NORTHERN NIGERIA, 1900-1905
Mr JS Rensen - Leiden University

Keywords:
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Abstract:
This paper discusses the ways in which Frederick Lugard used the Niger
river and her subsidiaries as a tool to secure funding from Great Britain
between 1900-1905. The annual reports written by Lugard were
propaganda to convince Parliament of the value of the Nigerian project by
showing progress towards the installation of ―legitimate commerce‖. This
paper proves that the British were, especially in these early years of
colonisation, to a great degree confined to the Niger river. Three cases

are analysed to show to what extent Lugard is bound to the river for his
propaganda: the abolition of illegitimate trade, the promotion of Nigeria to
replace the USA and India as the new centre for cotton farming, and the
redirection of commerce from the trans-Saharan route to the English
sphere. This paper concludes that the river held an abstract value for the
British coloniser: apart from being the major highway for trade and
transport, it was also an important tool for Lugard‘s propaganda.
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THE CREDIBILITY OF MEDICO-LEGAL EXAMINATION AND INQUEST RECORDS IN A SOCIETY OF POLITICAL PREJUDICE:
THE BIKO CASE
Dr SH Rossouw - University of Pretoria
Keywords:
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Abstract:
The Inquests Act 58 of 1959 provides for the holding of inquests in cases
of deaths or alleged deaths apparently occurring from other than natural
causes and for matters incidental thereto. Records of these proceedings
are kept, as in criminal or civil cases. These records may be useful to the
historian as a reliable source of information.
Death in detention is and was always a rather sensitive issue. One of the
most prominent cases in South African history is the case of Steve Biko
who died in detention in Pretoria on 12 September 1977. When the
inquest into his death was concluded on 2 December 1977 the finding as
to the cause of death was ‗head injury as a result of a scuffle with security
police‘. As to whether anybody was responsible the finding was that the

available evidence does not prove that the death was brought about by
any act or omission involving or amounting to an offence on the part of
any person. This finding was condemned both locally and abroad.
The case of Steve Biko immediately raises important medical, judicial and
ethical questions. In light of the reaction to the outcome of the inquest the
reliability of the records may be questioned. The most important overall
question is probably whether justice prevailed. A thorough examination
and critical evaluation of the existing inquest records should aid in
formulating an informed opinion on the reliability of these records in a
society of political prejudice.
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LEGAL BACKGROUND TO THE INTERNMENT REGIME IN SOUTH AFRICA DURING WORLD WAR II
Mr P Schamberger - University of Johannesburg
Keywords:
Second World War – National Emergency Regulations – ―dangerous persons‖ – internments – 1929 Geneva Convention – 1907 Hague Convention –
civilian internees – prisoners of war
Abstract:
This paper is intended to fill a hiatus in the historiography of South Africa
and the Second World World war.
Military historians have generally ignored the question and implications of
the internment of a wide range of males who were (or were deemed to
be) ―dangerous persons‖ in terms of the National Emergency Regulations
promulgated by the Governor-General, Sir Patrick Duncan, on 14
September 1939. These enactments were later termed War Measures.
The ―dangerous persons‖ included, in the first instance, civilian German
enemy aliens resident in the Union and in South West Africa (Namibia);
anti-war and anti-regime opponents on the far right and the far left; from

1941 onwards thousands of Italian and German combatants; as well as
several other categories of internees.
Two separate corpuses of legislation applied to the internees in the
Union‘s ca. ten internment camps: the National Emergency Regulations
and Notices published in the Government Gazette, and Acts of
Parliament. On the other hand, international law was applicable in respect
of enemy soldiers brought to the Union for internment as prisoners of war.
In respect of the latter, the Geneva Convention of 1929 and the Hague
Convention of 1907 were applicable.
The paper will give a brief outline of the implications of both sets of
legislation, and how the Union authorities went about implementing them.
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BACK TO BASICS IN THE DIGITAL AGE: TACKLING ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES THROUGH ORAL AND OTHER HISTORIES IN THE
ISIMANGALISO WETLAND
Dr IS Schellnack-Kelly & Prof GV Jiyane - University of South Africa
Keywords:
Oral history, indigenous knowledge, digital collections, archival collections, audio-visual sources, historical accounts, digital technologies, environmental
concerns
Abstract:
The significance of the historical discourse has been side-lined. This
concept paper discusses the role of digital technologies as platforms to
capture and disseminate oral histories, audio-visual sources, historical
writings and indigenous knowledge to tackle environmental concerns. In
South Africa, there is a moral responsibility to encourage communities
and individuals, previously ignored, to collect and share their experiences
and knowledge, particularly where this knowledge may be valuable in
tackling contemporary challenges. It is contented that through better
utilisation of oral histories, audio-visual sources, historical writings and

indigenous knowledge by means of digital technologies could ensure the
sustainability of the historical discourse and the asset-worth of these
sources, together with institutions housing these items. Historians and
archivists need to actively engage in showcasing collections,
demonstrating their relevance to contemporary challenges and engaging
with all communities to ensure that the histories recorded, captured and
disseminated represent all communities. Better dissemination of these
information sources could provide more effective solutions to dealing with
environmental concerns, such as climate change.
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“THE ANC‟S TURN TO ARMED STRUGGLE: TWO DEBATES CONSIDERED”
Dr TW Simpson - University of Pretoria
Keywords:
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Abstract:
In terms of publication and controversy, perhaps the most productive field
in South African historical studies in recent years has concerned the
questions of how and why the ANC turned to armed struggle between
1960 and 1961. More specifically, the debate amongst historians has
centred firstly on the extent to which the decision to form Umkhonto we
Sizwe was influenced by the South African Communist Party, and,
secondly, the degree to which the ANC leadership was united behind the
adoption of this policy of political violence once that choice was made.
The key contributors in terms of challenging the old consensus on these

matters have been Stephen Ellis and Scott Everett Couper. My paper will
assess the merits of the arguments of the protagonists on all sides of
these debates by evaluating their interpretations in terms of the evidence
that they have been able to marshal in support of them. My feeling is that
the disputes are ultimately methodological, and, particularly, that they
centre on the issue of what we take to be admissible as historical
evidence.
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ROUTES IN AND TO THE PAST: TOURISM AND HISTORY IN SOUTH AFRICA
Mr ND Southey - University of South Africa
Keywords:
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Abstract:
Historians of tourism have frequently remarked – at least until relatively
recently – that the history of tourism has been deemed of marginal
relevance and has been greatly neglected. They have therefore made a
strong case for both the novelty and the path-breaking importance of their
work. Ten years ago, Albert Grundlingh, in arguably the most significant
study of the history of tourism in South Africa yet to emerge, asserted that
the history of tourism in this context was a ‗largely unchartered field‘.1 This
paper chiefly examines what has been accomplished in this area of
historical writing over the past decade, with a view to demonstrating the
creativity and vitality of this branch of the discipline and the
historiographical contribution that has been made. Beyond this, however,
the paper seeks to stress important intersections between histories of
tourism and the ways in which they illuminate wider socio-political
developments and societal patterns. Despite substantial achievement, the
full potential of the field has perhaps yet to be explored and developed.

1

A. Grundlingh, ‗Revisiting the ―Old‖ South Africa: Excursions into South Africa‘s Tourist History
under Apartheid, 1948–1990‘, South African Historical Journal, 56 (2006), p 104.
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HUNTERS AND TRACKERS IN THE EAST AFRICA CAMPAIGN OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR
Prof J Stapleton - University of Calgary
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Abstract:
During the East Africa campaign of the First World War, South African led
British imperial forces made use of a limited number of key European and
African personnel with experience of hunting and tracking in the region.
Some of these were connected to the emerging professional
hunting/safari industry in Kenya and others were from African groups
stereotyped as possessing well developed hunting and tracking skills.
The main purpose of such militarized hunters was to use their experience,
local knowledge, contacts and skills to collect information on elusive
German forces. In addition, some of hunters sought to establish friendly
relations with local African communities to gain their support and deny it
to the enemy. Among these were the already famous ―Great White
Hunter‖ icon Frederick Courteney Selous and several future hunting
celebrities such as the controversial Richard Meinertzhagen and the
romanticized Denys Finch Hatton.
However, some lesser known
individuals were even more important to the campaign. P.J. Pretorius, a

South African poacher who had previously run afoul of German
authorities, located the German cruiser Konigsberg concealed in the Rufiji
Delta and eventually became ―chief scout‖ of British forces in the region.
Australian Charles Joseph Ross, who had been a scout for both the
United States and Canadian armies in conflicts against indigenous
people, had also poached in German East Africa and was involved in
early scouting along the Kenya border. Arnold Wienholt, another
Australian who had recently hunted lion in Angola, pursued German
fugitives from South West Africa to western Northern Rhodesia, and then
worked as an intelligence scout for the British in East Africa. Similarly, the
Germans employed Boer hunters such as Piet Nieuwenhuizen to gather
intelligence and search for enemy scouts. This paper will explore the
significance of hunters and trackers in the military campaign fought in
East Africa.
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RIVERS & RIVALS: THE RUBICON SPEECH, 1985
Dr JA Stemmet - University of the Free State
Keywords:
Apartheid. Nelson Mandela. African National Congress. National Party. PW Botha. Rubicon Speech. 1985. Political violence. Sanctions. Boycotts
Abstract:
During the 1980‘s South Africa stumbled into socio-economic chaos and
violent political anarchy. In 1985 the State President PW Botha was to
address these issues. Rumour spread that he was to release Nelson
Mandela and announce unbanning of the ANC, furthermore the
commencement of negotiations to end apartheid. Botha became
overwhelmed with the incredible excitement about the supposed

announcements. The speech, to become known as The Rubicon Speech
(August 1985) was a disaster of epic and historical proportions. This
paper will examine what lead to the speech / the speech itself / the farreaching implications thereof for the entire country and its precarious
future.
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BORN OF APARTHEID? EXAMINING THE HISTORICAL NARRATIVES OF FORMER “NON-WHITE” UNIVERSITIES IN SOUTH AFRICA
Dr BL Strydom - University of South Africa
Keywords:
higher education, universities and colleges, South Africa, Apartheid, historiography, university history
Abstract:
The study of university history is a significant means to shed light on the
social history of communities as universities develop in conversation with
a broader society and are reflective of national and international trends
and tensions. How this history is presented and recorded is also telling of
a university‘s institutional identity and current aspirations. Traditional
university histories have been linked to public relations projects and
generally highlight aspects of the institution‘s past which are worthy of
pride. In the South African context, there is a significant lacuna among
university histories in the area of former ―non-white‖ universities. This
paper considers the published narratives regarding the history of the five
institutions created by the 1959 Universities Extension Act. It will consider

the timing of these publications as well as the type of histories which have
been produced regarding these institutions. As institutions initiated by the
Apartheid project, created to perpetuate separate identities and
development, the manner in which this problematic and even
contradictory origin is dealt with will be examined in this paper. The role of
authorial and editorial voices will be highlighted and questions of silence
and triumph will be appraised in order to understand how these
institutions, and the people related to them, have made sense of and
presented their past.
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TRANS-BORDER COLLABORATION THROUGH WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT: THE CASE OF THE GREAT LIMPOPO TRANSFRONTIER
PARK OF SOUTHERN AFRICA
Mr B Tavuyanago - Great Zimbabwe University
Keywords:
Border, collaboration, conservation, Great Limpopo Transfrontier Park, inter-disciplinary, Southern Africa & wildlife
Abstract:
This article interests itself with a Southern African environmental project
known as the Great Limpopo Transfrontier Park (GLTP). This is a joint
regional conservation scheme that was launched by three Southern Africa
countries namely; Mozambique, South Africa and Zimbabwe at the
beginning of the 21st century. The project broadly focuses on promoting
regional cooperation through wildlife management. It proposed the
removal of artificial boundaries along the three parks of the Limpopo
National Park (Mozambique), Kruger National Park (South Africa) and
Gonarezhou National Park (Zimbabwe) to allow the unrestricted
movement of animals from the three parks. Of particular interest to the
field of history is the inter-disciplinary approach that comes out of the
study of this project. More specifically, the project has, over and above
attracting the interest of historians into its study also invited the attention
of academics from fields such as sociology, development studies, political

science and environmental studies, thus, situating the study into an interdisciplinary research area. This article examines the points of
convergence and divergence from these various academic disciplines in
the study of the GLTP and essentially attempts to link the above
perspectives to the discipline of history. The various inter-disciplinary
issues addressed by this paper are, inter alia, the underlying reason
behind the creation of the GLTP, the establishment of an African
sanctuary without borders, the dismantling of colonial borders,
Transboundary political cooperation, cross-border cultural harmonisation,
the social implications of the creation of the Transfrontier Park, the
development paradigm of the park and the environmental impact of its
creation. Overall, the paper thrives to reveal how the discipline of history
has, through the study of this project, cooperated with other fields of study
to enhance an understanding a trans-border phenomenon.
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EXPLORING SOUTH AFRICA‟S WATER HISTORY FROM THE DIGITAL SHELVES OF SAWHAR
Prof JWN Tempelhoff, Mr W Lemmer & Ms N Smit - North-West University
Keywords:
South African Water History Archival Repository (SAWHAR), water history, Waterlit Collection. Electronic archives, digitisation.
Abstract:
Since the South African Water History Archival Repository (SAWHAR)
started up in 2012 a small group of academics, students, research
assistants and archivists have been grappling with some exciting
challenges.
Apart from the Waterlit Collection (a collection of an estimated 300 000)
article clippings, reports theses and dissertations and published books)
SAWHAR has become home to a number of private collections of
documents, and publications of a number of water professionals who
worked at the department of water and sanitation (DWS) in the twentieth
century.

Currently the SAWHAR team is in the process of digitising certain
collections, while other collections are turned into electronic documents,
based on the public demand for specific information. By March 2016 an
estimated 30 000 documents had already been inventotorised and
digitised.
The proposed paper deals with the objective of the SAWHAR team to
provide a service to water historians and other researchers in the field of
water studies, that would enable them to access valuable research
materials in a digital format.
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THE FREE STATE ANC‟S POLITICAL ACTIVISTS AND THE LESOTHO CROSS-BORDER POLITICAL NETWORKS, 1960S TO 1990S
Dr CM Twala - University of The Free State
Keywords:
Political activism; Safe Houses; African National Congress; Political networks
Abstract:
The paper departs from the premise that the proximity of Lesotho to
South Africa makes it difficult for the citizens of these two countries to
treat one another as foreigners. The political networks that existed
between the Free State people and Lesotho inhabitants during the period
under discussion surpassed the issue of border control. Although the Free
State/Lesotho border network has been a subject for debate for some
time, this paper shows how the ambiguity, fluidity and relative
contestation of the borders fostered the political relations between the
Free State and Lesotho people. There are many reasons to justify the
above; for example, a larger proportion of the Free State inhabitants trace

their roots to the Basotho, thus even sharing the Sesotho language. Major
routes to Lesotho pass through the Free State. Firstly, the focus of the
paper shall be centred on highlighting the ‗hidden‘ experiences and
political networks of the Free State political activists en route to Lesotho.
Secondly, it traces the relevance of the safe houses which were used as
‗arrival points‘ by these political activists in Lesotho. Lastly, the paper
tackles the responses of both South Africa and Lesotho authorities on the
issue of these cross-border political networks.
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CARTOONS AS A MEANS OF WAR IN SECOND WORLD WAR SOUTH AFRICA
Lt J Van Aarde - Stellenboch University
Keywords:
Propaganda, Afrikaner nationalists, visual propaganda, anti-war
Abstract:
The development of modern war saw the emergence of new means of
waging war, both at home and abroad. Propaganda had an immense
impact during the Great War and subsequently became an ever
increasing means by which to influence both the enemy as well as the
propagandist‘s own forces. The development of technology greatly
improved the means to spread propaganda and so influence morale.
Nazi-Germany can arguably be credited with realizing and exploiting the
full potential of propaganda during the Second World War.
With the outbreak of the Second World War, South Africa was in a
peculiar situation. She declared war on an enemy who, a mere 3 decades
prior, had assisted her during the Second Anglo-Boer war lasting from
1899-1902. With an almost overwhelming presence of Afrikaner
nationalists, who were against any form of hostility towards Germany, Jan
Smuts feared for another rebellion similar to that of 1914. With the

introduction of Zeesen Radio in South Africa, Germany could now
advance their propaganda efforts. With the help of German propaganda,
anti-war efforts grew substantially. Anti-war propaganda as well as
counter-propaganda intensified during the war period not only amongst
Fascist movements in South Africa but across all spheres of life. Walt
Disney invested particular efforts in making short war-films and cartoons
and posters were created to visually give meaning to war or to anti-war
movements. These visual forms of propaganda shied away from the more
serious propaganda attempts but were equally as effective. According to
Smuts it was highly possible that the internal threat in the Union was
greater than the threat externally. With soldiers committed externally,
propaganda would be the weapon used internally for South Africa.
This paper will look at anti-war visual propaganda and visual counter
propaganda in South Africa during the Second World War.
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THE ROLE OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN HERITAGE RESOURCES AGENCY IN THE MANAGEMENT OF HERITAGE OBJECTS
Mr BJ van der Merwe - South African Heritage Resources Agency
Keywords:
museums, guidelines, history, National Estate, SAHRIS, crime, heritage,
Abstract:
Heritage resources offer opportunities into a better understanding of the
Southern African past and it gives insight into identity. According to
the preamble of the National Heritage Resources Act (No. 25 of 1999),
our heritage "helps us to define our cultural identity and therefore lies at
the heart of our spiritual well-being". Heritage resources educate, it
deepens our understanding of society and it encourages us to empathise
with the experience of others. The South African Heritage Resources
Agency (SAHRA), established in terms of section 11 of the National
Heritage Resources Act, is responsible for identifying, assessing,
managing, protecting and promoting South African heritage resources.

Heritage resources refer to any place or object of cultural significance.
Heritage
Objects
forms
an
important
part
of
heritage resources management and in terms of section 32 of the Act,
SAHRA is mandated to regulate the movement of heritage objects that
form part of the National Estate outside the borders of South Africa and to
manage heritage objects in general. The paper will discuss the
importance of heritage objects in grappling with the past, while also
exploring the role of the Heritage Objects Unit (HOU) of SAHRA. It
will focus on some of the key aspects of the work of the HOU, such as the
regulation of the movement of heritage objects, heritage crime and the
role and development of SAHRIS.
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BRIGADIER GENERAL C.F. BEYERS; TOWARDS A DECONSTRUCTION OF AN ANTI-WAR HERO?
Prof I van der Waag - Stellenbosch University
Keywords:
Union Defence Force, Afrikaner Rebellion, military integration, politics of command
Abstract
Christiaan Beyers was not the archetypal rebel leader of 1914.
Descended from gentry stock, he enjoyed a university education and a
professional career before serving under Smuts during the Anglo-Boer
War. Following the grant of self government in 1907, Beyers became a
very successful and impartial speaker of the Transvaal lower house.
Although praised by all parties, disappointment followed. In 1910 the
speakership of the Union House of Assembly slipped through his fingers
and he remained a lowly MP until he accepted the position of

Commandant General of the Active Citizen Force (ACF) on 1 July 1912.
Yet, little more than two years later, he was dead; drowned in the Vaal
River whilst attempting to escape government forces. Beyers almost
immediately became a rallying point, like De la Rey a rebel hero, a man
that had made a stand against an unjust war, a man that had paid the
ultimate price for his beliefs. This paper outlines his background and early
career and investigates the reasons for the dramatic defection of this
erstwhile supporter and friend of Botha and Smuts.
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HISTORY AND DIVERSITY: THE POTENTIAL TO UNITE OR TO DIVIDE
Dr HJ Van Vuuren - North-West University
Keywords:
History, diversity, individuality, universality, perspectives
Abstract:
This paper is an argumentative paper based on research on diversity in
an education context, the teaching of academic programmes and the
presentation of diversity workshops. Based on this research and
experience, it became clear that dealing with diversity is a major
challenge in the SA society and the question arises about the role of
history in this regard.
The South African population is known as the ‗rainbow nation‘ and is
indeed one of the most universal and controversial features of all
societies and have the potential to be(come) a virtual minefield with the
potential of conflict among diverse groups. To embrace diversity today
has become more important than ever to ensure a peaceful South African
society.
Various theoretical perspectives concerning diversity is addressed in the
paper as part of conceptualisation, i.e. primary and secondary
dimensions, tangible-intangible viewpoints, divergence theoretical

perspectives and political perspectives. A synthesis is that diversity is a
fact of reality, an onticity. Unique differences represent the individuality
(onticity) in reality, but is counter-balanced by universality – that which is
common. The balance between these two poles is of paramount
importance.
Working from this standpoint, the following questions are posited in a
history context: Is the purpose of history merely to report on the past?
What contribution can history make in terms of dealing effectively with
diversity to promote a peaceful and cohesive South African society? Is it
possible for history to be an empowerment discipline to increase
competence for promoting societal diversity and awareness of otherness?
The paper concludes with some recommendations for historians. They
can potentially focus on diversity themes like: trust and tolerance; a
principled and valued approach; the role of history in education; restricted
perspectives; and assuring diversity awareness as a unifying factor.
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RECONSIDERING AFRIKANER CLASS POLITICS DURING THE VERLIGTE/VERKRAMPTE SPLIT: WHITE WORKERS, LABOUR
REFORM AND THE CHANGING NP POLITICAL IMAGINARY
Dr D van Zyl-Hermann - University of the Free State
Keywords:
Labour; Reform; Global history of labour; National Party; White workers; Verlig/verkramp
Abstract:
Conventional analyses of Afrikaner politics hold that the National Party‘s
race- and ethnicity-based policies, bolstered by the economic growth of
the 1960s, facilitated a process of embourgeoisement among Afrikaners
after 1948. These changes in the social composition of its supporters saw
the NP evolve from being the party of the ‗small man‘ to representing the
interests of big business. Scholars have argued that the resultant
changes in the NP‘s economic priorities facilitated modernising reforms to
apartheid from the late 1970s, and also underlie the escalating
verligte/verkrampte tensions in Afrikanerdom during this period.
However, such class-based interpretations have seldom been
investigated in any depth. Drawing on parliamentary debates, media
sources, trade union, NP and Broederbond documentation, this paper
highlights the central role that white labour and white working-class power
continued to occupy in the NP political imaginary well into the 1970s.
Indeed, the Herstigte Nasionale Party (HNP), which split to the right of the
NP in 1969, drew limited working-class support, and the NP remained

white workers‘ party of choice. The government‘s appointment of the
Wiehahn commission to redesign South Africa‘s labour dispensation in
1977 therefore came as a dramatic departure from its traditional political
commitments; as did its decision to accept, between 1979 and 1981, the
commission‘s recommendations for the removal of white working-class
privileges in the labour arena through the abolition of job reservation and
the legalisation of African trade unions.
Why did the NP so suddenly move to abandon white workers‘ interests in
the labour sphere at this particular historical juncture? What were the
consequences of the Wiehahn reforms for white labour? And to what
extent did the founding of the Conservative Party in 1982 really constitute
a ‗class split‘ in Afrikanerdom? This paper offers the first concerted
consideration of this period from a white working-class perspective,
placing its findings within the global history of labour in the 1970s and
1980s amid the shift towards neoliberalism.
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STUDENT RESPONSES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF STELLENBOSCH, 1918-2018 – AN ACADEMIC SOCIETY IN A STATE OF FLUX
Prof WP Visser - Stellenbosch University
Keywords:
University of Stellenbosch, volksuniversiteit, Afrikaans, language policy, diversity, Open Stellenbosch
Abstract:
The University of Stellenbosch is usually being regarded by outsiders as a
so-called ―volksuniversiteit‖, an institution founded for the purpose of
advocating and nursing Afrikaner nationalism. However, during the
founding years of the university, there was no ideological drive among
Stellenbosch students to promote the Afrikaans language as Afrikaner
nationalism only began to influence campus politics in the mid-1930s. The
paper also investigates the evolution of student issues and politics at
Stellenbosch from a pro-National Party campus in the late 1930s to
1940s, to a more critical stance towards the party establishment since the

late 1970s to dissident voices and campus protest against apartheid in
the late 1980s and 1990s. Issues such as hazing, feminism, disciplinary
action, social and racial issues are also investigated, as well as the post1994 period as issues such as race, class, language politics and the
Open Stellenbosch movement emerged. In comparison with the ethnic
―volksuniversiteit‖ of the 1920s, since the 2000s the University of
Stellenbosch has evolved into a multi-racial, multi-cultural student society
where questions on race, class, identity, diversity, language and financial
sustainability became contemporary issues.
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CASE STUDIES AND THE TEACHING AND LEARNING OF HISTORY IN DIVERSE CLASSROOMS
Dr PG Warnich - North-West University

Keywords:
Case studies, History teaching, History textbooks, multi-perspectivity
Abstract:
With the dawning of a new South Africa in 1994, curriculum planners and
teachers of history were confronted with the daunting task to develop new
syllabi. The end result was a fundamental curriculum change that
replaced a narrative that articulated the Afrikaner nationalist perspective
to provide for a history to promote multiple perspectives of an ethnically
diverse South African society. The intention of these reforms was to
encourage a new collective memory through diverse narratives that will
promote reconciliation, justice and national unity.

This presentation aims to assess the extent and manner in which case
studies as presented in History textbooks contribute to a multi-perspective
approach. The case study methodology accentuates learners‘ critical
thinking skills and exposes them to multiple narratives in a diverse
society. The result of this investigation will determine if teachers and
learners have sufficient scope to engage and appreciate a multitude of
diverse arguments that will foster a new collective memory to, in the end,
uphold a spirit of reconciliation and national unity.
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ULTIMA TRAVERISA BOER - THE MEMORIALISATION OF THE BOERS IN COMODORO RIVADAVIA, PATAGONIA, ARGENTINA
Prof JM Wasserman - University of Pretoria
Keywords:
Boers; Migration, Argentina, Comodoro Rivadavia, Monuments
Abstract:
In the immediate aftermath of the Anglo-Boer War several hundred (the
actual number is not clear) Boers (Afrikaners) migrated, mostly from the
north-eastern districts of the then Cape Colony, to Patagonia, Argentina.
Many of these migrants, and their descendants, returned to South Africa
just before the outbreak of WWII. The others remained and were
systematically assimilated into Argentinian society. However, a collective
memory of their ―Afrika‖ origins continued to linger and this was fostered
as being the descendants of the ―Laaste treek van die boere‖. This
memory was enforced by being members of the Iglesia Reformada,
participation in the Boeresports day (Comisión Sport / Colectividad Boers)
that sporadically took place, and annually doing Volkspele as part of the
local festival organised to celebrate the immigrant origins of the
population of the Comodoro Rivadavia area. In 2002, roughly hundred
years after the arrival of the Boers, the municipality of Comodoro

Rivadavia decided to honour the Boers as the ―first‖ permanent settlers of
the area. This was done in two ways: by means of a 304 page publication
entitled En Las Tierras del Viento … Ultima Traversia Boer 1902-2002
and the erection of an elaborate monument on the highest part of town in
a street that was renamed in their honour. In this paper I draw on the work
of Sabine Marschall (2005) to analyse the contemporary memorialisation
of the Boers who settled in Argentina. In so doing I argue that selected
memories were, by means of the book and the monument, incorporated
into the local cultural memory so as to solidify, give credence to and
tangibly preserve a carefully selected exotic foundational myth for the
town and its future. In so doing the local authorities forged a compelling
foundational myth in the melting pot that is Argentina. This happened at
roughly the same time when similar myths were being challenged and
dismantled in the region from which the Boers migrants originated.
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GERMAN IMMIGRATION TO SOUTH AFRICA AFTER 1945
Mr HW Wehrmeyer - North-West University
Keywords:
Transnational history, biography, prosopography, transnationalism and transnationality
Abstract:
The history of German immigrants to South Africa in the twentieth century
– especially the German orphans of 1948 – is relatively well known and
was a known phenomenon to the South African community during the
20th century. After the Second World War, South Africa‘s economy
developed rapidly and the skills shortage drew immigrants from all over
the world. For Germans, South Africa became a prime destination.
We know the immigrants brought with them their own identities,
worldviews and concepts of how institutions should function. They bridged
national borders and entered a new society with its own culture and
identity, and especially in the case of South Africa, a notable multi-ethnic
and highly diversified society. The new immigrants had to integrate and
adapt to the new society. At the same time they still retained many
elements of their cultures of birth. In the process they developed a new
identity – a sense of transnationality. They were in many respects no
longer Germans, but also not really South Africans.

Ever since the 1970s historians in Germany have produced a
comprehensive corpus of historical writing on Germans in many parts of
the world and their transnational engagements with Germany and the
countries to which they emigrated.
The proposed paper will deal with transnationalism in South Africa. The
study is biographical in that it contemplated how Wolfgang Wehrmeyer
relocated to a new country (South Africa) and how he acquired a
transnational identity. The study also relies on prosopography (histories of
numerous other Germany immigrants to South Africa) to form a general
impression of how German-South Africans typically lived out transnational
identities in South Africa. In the process the focus is also on the
contribution these German immigrants – and particularly Wolfgang
Wehrmeyer – made to twentieth century South African society.
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SPECIAL SERVICES BATTALION OF THE LANDS: THE PONGOLA IRRIGATION SETTLEMENT AS SOCIAL, ARCHITECTURAL AND
CULTURAL HISTORY
Dr D Whelan - Durban University of Technology
Keywords:
Irrigation settlement, Pongola, multi-discipline, architecture, history
Abstract:
The Pongola Irrigation Settlement was originally conceived of in the late
1920s as a means by which the Pongola River could be channelled to
irrigate more land for farming, and at the same time provide a vehicle for
young men from poor backgrounds to be exposed to farming and broaden
the opportunities for access to agricultural production. These men were
part of what was known as the ‗Special Services Battalion of the Lands‘
and operated on paramilitary principles.
At the same time, the construction of this major water project in a remote
area was challenged by logistical recourse to the Secretary of Lands in

Pretoria, since Pongola was located in the Transvaal and that this was a
national water project, and the reality of accessing materials for
construction from the closest railhead which was at Golela, situated south
of the river in Natal. In the middle was the Superintendent of Lands, who
acted as co-ordinator for the project.
This paper will use the Pongola Irrigation Settlement to present an
interface between social, architectural and cultural histories in order to
confirm multi-disciplined approaches towards understanding the
complexities of our current context in a post-apartheid South Africa.
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